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THE OBJECTIVE WAS TO INCREASE THE DEGREE OF ACTIVE PARTICIPATION IN
THE LEARNING OF, CONTENT AND METHODS IN.- THE AREAS OF PERCEPTION AND
JUDGMENT. TWO TYPES OF MATERIAL WERE DEVELOPED --(1) READING NOTESAND WRITTEN LECTURES, AND (2) DEMONSTRATIONAL APPARATUS. .ELEVEN
STUDENTS TOOK THE COURSE DURING A 2 -YEAR PERIOD. THEIR HELP. IN
EVALUATING THE NEW CLASS FORMAT WAS SOLICITED AT SEVERAL-POINTS
DURING THE SEMESTER AND AT THE END. WITHOUT EXCEPTIONS, THE STUDENTS
SAID THEY PREFERRED THE NEW ARRANGEMENT TO THE CONVENTIONAL ONE. THE
COURSE FOR OMICIFTHE MATERIALS WERE DESIGNED RELIES HEAVILY :UPON
ORIGINAL:STUDENT:PROJECTS WHERE EACH STUDENT DESIGNS AND CARRIES OUT
THREE PROJECTS DURING THE SEMESTER. A:LIST OF:COMFLETED PROJECTS
DURING. THE TWO SEMESTERS IS GIVEN. THE LECTURES, READING NOTES,
DESCRIPTIONS'ANDPHOTOGRAPHS OF'APPARATUSg AND SELECTED COMMENTS
FROM STUDENT COURSE .EVALUATION ARE INCLUDED IN THE APPENDIXES. ON
THE WHOLE, THE PURPOSE FOR WHICH THEMATERIALS WERE DEVELOPED WAS
ATTAINED. IT WAS FELT THAT A SIGNIFICANT STEP HAD BEEN MADE IN THE
DIRECTION OF EFFECTIVE TEACHING ANDTHE STUDENTS APPEARED MORE
INTERESTED THAN PREVIOUSLY. (GC)
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that So entifio Study,,,,of Psycho

Surprisingly, we begin our study of perception

at the beginning or very close to it, Our brief treat-

ment of structuralism, or introspectionism as it has

sometimes been called, has three purposes. The first is

to provide 's brief excursion into.the,history of ideas,

the stud of bOi ideas evolVe and influence each other.
,

The alcoiul-iS to Elie You :a feeling for, if not a sympathy

ter, the-Major thruits of structuralism because these

thrusti-eventually stimulated two revolutionary movements,
. .

3412441oriat'in Alerida and Gestalt Psychology'in Burople.*

The-final purioie is similar to the first in that it

traies the direct descendants of structuralism ideas

to the present day, Thee doieeniants will be introduced

anAl-tien put tilde tor tore intensive treatment later ono

The littaholf of'the-19th century must have

r7ii.opleLadc--"--.7----"s"-41Pseis to the two revolutionary
mentioned, he has encompassed theb4 and puck of the contlirnt, of *Sun psychology.

01-riiroltitiOn4'41044,4*: was not stimulated by
4Vaturfaisot.1,0 v, sow. or .lses.00nourrs0 with_

lint-had'itOthing- to with it 'tor reasons which
144 b00001.,000W4:1'
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been a wonderful time for intellectuals. The experimental

method hid already begun to yield impressive results in

the biological and physical sciences. Atomic theory in

chemistry and evolutionary theory in biology gave

promise of finding the basic principles which governed

nature. The decades of peace following the defeat of

Napoleon led many to believe that man had finally risen

to a higher plane of existence than before and that con-

tinued progress toward peace and prosperity was the

inevitable consequence of the expansion, of knowledge.

Little of the new knowledge was so technical that it

was beyond the grasp of the intellectual of the 1860,841

There were general scientific periodicals which enjoyed

wide circulation and in whioh intellectuals could

exchange ideas about the advanced scientific) topics

of the day.

All of the scientific knowledge rested upon

a thorough background in philosophy. A chemist who

was a Doctor of Philosophy, was so in reality, not in

name only as is generally true today. Given this

matrix of knowledge Which, if not integrated, was at

least sinultaneously available to thinkine men, it is

not surprising that many began to move toward the

applioatio, of the experimental methods to one of the

outstemdiauproblome of phileilophy The 'problem was
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how men gained information about the world; the branch

of philosophy which sought its solution was known as

epistemology. This had always been one of the dominant

interests of philosophy, but the 19th century saw it

become the dominant interest, particularly in Great

Britain.

The British philosophers appeared to agree that

man gained primary knowledge through his senses; I. e.,

through the effects of the.environnent on his eyes,

ears, etc. While this may sun to as like the only

answer that coula be given, it is not. We could believe

that such of man's knowledge is built in; people who

hold that there is an inborn sense or right an* wrong

take a similar pefnt of view. We could believe that

some knowledge oones through divine inspiration; once

Win this view is currently papule* only with regard

to knowledge concerning morals. we might also believe

that there are nonftmonsory ahannels through which we

obtain information; a few highly respected psycholo-

gists OontinualLY *antic* their ;*110w not to disre-

gard completely the pen= of extra-sensory perception.

In say *vont, the nonmoonsory sources of information

were by and large raSootot by the British philosophers

who won th0F040,0 itimkthe.$14610 wompiricletW

.001.0440 Oolutt4 to th* Problem of

p 4
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epistemology fell upon the receptive ears of pAyalologists

who were busy discovering all kinds of interosting things

about the. sense organs and nerves and was also well re-

ceived by physicists concerned with various kinds of

radiant energy, ef, g. light, heat, sound. The experimental

investigation of sensation and perception could hardly

help but being born in such an intellectual milieu. It

is hard to say just when or where it was born. Wilhelu

Wand* is gessral1r credited with opening the first psych-

ological laboratory at Leipsig in 1879. Despite the

=Ober of cisme which were undoubtedly *spiced upon

the ()session of this blessed event (19th century

intelleetnals were notorious cigar smokers), it is

(gear that psytbo1ogiss1 mooch on sensation and

perception WAS underway as early as 3,834, when 2. HO

Weber published. (in Latin) his findings of his research

im semeetion. We shall have more to .say about Weber

later in the semester. Let us return for the moment

to *milts

The combination of titles this venerable

gaatleman held is sirsliollo of the undifferentiated

climatit in which the!modors tors of our discipline

boom. !e took his geeterstivis =DIOXIN (physicians

were leogisi istlleetials is those days) he taught

PinlOWE fez * tow 700re and thin swot to Leipsig
se pritesser of. IntiOSCIPILI lie first major work
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was called PHYSIOLOGICAL PSYCHOLOGY and contained

verilittle biology. He founded a journal oalled

PHILOSOPHICAL STUDIES which was exclusively devoted

to the publication of results and discussions of psycho-

logical experiments, most of which mere carrltd out

under his supervision. This combination which seems

so odd to our modern minds was typioal of Wundt's

tine. The "new psychology", as it was then called,

was generally taught in philosophy departments until

after the first World War. In sore protected euviron-

mentso this practice continued into the 1920's. (Haverfordfs

Psychology Department was separated from Philosophy in

the middle 194040)

EILLtratizsthaAtettus.
Dr9ow *tau otivirsaholwere MUch to

the horror of John B. Watson and most American experi-

mental psychologists, the structuralists believed that

the proper study of psychology was awareness or oonscious

ness. Per them psychology was the study of sights,

soundsoletlings of tension in the muscles,

coldness in the feet, joy in the *heart* (actually they

Would probabl have located joy further toward the feet),

other emotions, thowitts, ineges, etc. Mein 3. Titobaor,

an Segliebnaavito studied with Wundt in Germany and

temilbt'et Oornell Vtiversity, wrote the definitive

etrenturifilet textbook in Se definet psychol-

as, AM' the stair of ijoistiate ozporionest the study. of
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experience conceived of as a property of the person

having the experience, He distinguished this from

the physical sciences which he said studied mediate

experience, that is experience conceived of with reference

to the environmental objects giving rise to the experience.

The experience I have as I look at the

plant on my.filing cabinet would be studied from the

structuralist point of view by analysing it into its

elements, e. g. color, else, clarity of the oountours

of the leaf, and by dredging up the other parts of my

immediate awareness as I look at it, e. g. a vague

feeling of discomfort and the idea that the plant is

not getting enough light. The, biologist who experi-

ences the plant does not deal explicty with the

clarity of the countour of the loaf he sees or the

portion of his visual field that is occupied by the

plant. Rather he deals with his experience in terms

of the plant itself. (sot being a biologist I cannot

purano this example rich further from this point of

view other than stating that the plant is called

nephthitis, a name which always reminds se--the

psychologist, that is, --of a kidney:disease.) The

physical scientist looks at experience for the leg'

fora*tion it mediates or carried about environmental

objects and events. Most of us, most of the tine, deal

with experience as the physical soientist does. It,

juji, 4e not the objeet of our concern; indeed we

generally are not aware of being aware, except mhos
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made self-conscious by confusing, troublesome sorts

such as psychologists or philosophers. It is only

with respect to our emotions and internal aches and

pains that we have much practice in dealing with the

immediate experience the structuralists wished to study.

i-oh3ELI. Although there is

no certain evidence, it is likely that, as he was helped

on with the academic robes in which he always leotured,

Titchner puffed dreamily on his cigar and thought of

the day when he or one of his devoted students would

be able to unfurl a relatively complete table of mental

elements before his audience. Such was the ambitious

task that the structuralists had set for themselves.

Immediate experience was to be analysed into its

elements or constituent atoms. These were to be classi-

fied into functionally related groups such as sensations,

images, and feelings. The nature of their combination

into actual complex experiences was also to be set

forth. John Stuart Mill may have invented the term

"mental ohemistry" as a striking metaphor, but the

structuralists, program turned it into an accurate

label.

One may be amused or indignant at the psycholo-

gist's appropriation of the chemists' terminology

because while the chemists ware desalinise real things
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with their table of elements, the psychologist was

not, The psychologist, it might be areued, was using

Abe ohemistsg description of matter as a model or

analogy in terms of which he hoped to describe

immediate experience. Such an argument would be

quite accurate, although Titohner would probably

have staunchly defended the reality of his elements,

It would, however, be incomplete unless it recognised

that the chemists applioation of the concepts of the

ataxia theory and Mendeleyev's ordering of the

elements also exemplified the use of analogies and

models in science. The relation between scientific

theory and analogy is a point to which we will return

frequently during the semester.

"Illiniag&Lia123algaL1110 Body and.

Despite their reliance on chemistry for the

basic outline of their endeavor, the structuralists

made muoh more use of the physiology, particularly

the naurophysiology of their day. They accepted the

doctrine of paohophysical parallelism which held

that for ev*ry conscious experience there was s co

ordinate or parallel physiological process. (lot.

that the reverse 10 not at all necessarily true.

There are many phYwiologioal processes which have no

conscious counterparts.) If, at the outset of the

searichIlvr the basic atoms of oximerienoe, ow maw
porobetbrsiosl thin it is only nat*rsl
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that the .findings and speculations of neurophysiology

are'going to influence where one searches. And so it

was. The sensory elements to be found were assumed to

be the direct consequence of the stimulation of sensory

receptors and the subsequent excitation of the pro.

jeotion areas of. the cortex. For every sensory element

there had to be some corresponding specific aspect

of the physiological processes involved in the reception

of stimulation.

The assumption described sounds suspiciously

like the doctrine of the specific energy'of nerves

formulated a half century earlier. That doctrine

held that the stimulation of a given sensory nerve

(a nerve lording from a reonptor to the central nervous

system) would lead to the experience of a single

quality, regardless of how the,norve was stimulated. For

example, whether our eye is struck by light as.we gale

into the Milky Way or by the.fist of a local hood,

we see stars. The structuralists went coniiderably

further than the doctrine of the specific energy of

nerves. In effect, they refused to considel an

experienCe as elementary unless they could point to

some aspect ofthe physiolOgicai process to which it

could correspond.

Lot us try to seethe matter from the

structuralist point of view. Like all men of the

19th century, they were convinced of the unity of

science, mot as a distant.goal, but as something'

already partly r thin their ram By the beginning

20 .4
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of the 20th century, much of the major anatomical work

relating the receptors to the central nervous system

had been completed. There were many reasons to believe

that there was little left to disoover concerning the

workings of the sensory aspects of the nervous system.

This conviction was to remain among many psychologists

until the advance in electronics made more detailed

investigations of the sensory process possible. Wasn't

it reasonable, therefore to use the "established

knowledge of physiology as a criterion for dividing

reasonable from unreasonable speculation in psychology?

Perhaps this is being too kind to the struc-

turalists because by the time psychology became a

specialty in its own right, e.g. 1890 or sot most

psychologists were not also physiologists and their

reliance on a conception of the nervous system Was not

based on their own research experience, but on What they

had learned in the course of their graduate studies.

Knowledge in the other fellow's discipline always seems

more 'certain than it does in your own, particularly

if his discipline is closer to physics than yours.

Indeed, apart from the a, priori notion of psycho.

physical parallelism, and its consequences, the

second generation of "new psychologists", i.e., those

trained by men like ilundt, bad littlb first hand contact

or interest in physiology. Despite the fact that his

groat towhee o text was .4104 PHYSIOLOGICAL PSYCHOLOGY,
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Titchner explicitly ruled the study of physiological

prooesses out of psychology because it was not the

study of experience. Such rigid reliance upon limits

set by ourrent knowledge of physiology was not limited

to the struoturalists. It has interfered with the

study of psychology in a number of areas, particularly

when the physiological conceptions giving rise to the

limits were themselves no longer highly regarded by

those en the forefront of physiology. As we shall

see, the inflexible reliance upon a epeoifio conception

of nervous system functioning was one of the reasons

for the demise of structuralism.

Psyohophysioal parallelist affected not

only fite elements the structuralists were willing to

consider, but also the processes they were willing to

consider as responsible for °resting "mental compounds."

The major proof's' was that of association, a linking

together of previously discrete elements. This

corresponded to the linking together of separate

neural units. In all fairness, physiology should mot

bear the entire responsibility for the reliance upon

association as the major mental process. The responsim,

bill* probably goes bask to Aristotle, but the British

espirioist philosophers devoted great effort to

describing the *laws" of the essoolation ef ideas,

images, and seasittions The physiologists' ooneeptioms

of the word promos sad the peyeholegiste
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view of mental association both sprang from the same

philosophical root.

For the physiologist and the psychologist of

the late 19th and early 20th centuries, the nervous

system could be conceived of as a telephone system.

Physically discrete messages were received in the pro -

potion areas of the brain.from each of the nerve

fibers in the sensory °row. These messages travelled

along insulated pathways and hence did not influence

each other, as should be the case in a well designed

telephone system. Once in the brain or switchboard of

the system they were shunted over incredibly complex,

but nonetheless disorete, traceable pathways until

they 04nd their way to a motor area of the brain.

They were then relayed once again along discrete

pathways to their final destination in some muscle

fibre or gland cell. In neurophysiology all one had

to do was to tram* the pathways. In psychology all

one had to do was to 'study the associations.

Although the description of the switchboard

oonception of the nervous system is oversimplified, it

does convoy flavor of the structuralist outlook. They

were basing their ideas on what seemed to them advanced

scientific models. If their ideas sound naive, we

need only look at *arrant attempts to model payoholosiail

and naussopliysiolosital pompoms attar cooputors,
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Unfortunately it so difficult for us to imagine how

modern telephone systems work that we are willing to

trust that computer models may be sufficiently complex

to serve as appropriate models for psychology and

physiology. Perhaps they are; it is certainly reasonable

to think so today just as it was reasongeole to think as

the structuralists did 55 years ago. If we differ from

them it is only because we are a bit more selfoonsoious

and flexible about our use of models. Our models are

more abstract and complex; ideally they should allow

more precise derivations. Nowever, the ultimate test

of a model is whether it fits the data it is intended

to explain. It was this test that the Monistic,

connectionistio model constructed by Titohner in the

early 20th century failed to pass. But before we come

to its end there is one more aspect of the orientation

we must consider.

apja4Lijaktuation. We have seen

that the structuralists intended to investigate the

atoms of experience and the modes of their combination

within the limits set by the then current notions of

neurophysiology. .Wendt, Titchner, Avila, were not

types to 100* sueh discoveries to ohince. Not only

did thoy know whin they wanted to find; they knew

how they were Was to !I'd it. They ware going to



use introspection. In everyday parlance, introspection

calls' to mind Hamlet-like brooding over the sources

of one's feelings and actions. This is not the kind

introspeotio4 used by the structuralists. For them

introspection was a method of treating one's own ex-

perience as something to be observed, that is, of

treating it as immediate rather than as mediate.

This requires that all meaning or reference to things

and events in the environment be purged from experience.

Ruch introspection is more easily described than

accomplished. Occasionally by looking at something long

enough, it loses its thinglike character and becomes

alma), a collection of sensory qualities, varying along

a number of dimensions. The purging of meaning from

experience may sometimes be more easily achieved in the

auditory modality when w repeat or hear someone else

repeat the same word again and again. At some point

many people report that the word begins to sound like a

nonsensical collection of sounds. If we have achieved

this nonsensical, or meaningless tone in our experience,

we have begun to introspect in the analytic fashion

required by the struoturalists. We have refined away

the impurities and are left with the true elements of

mperionoe. Osly after ire tad achieved the skill of making

thing* meaningless woad we have been allowed to begin

our research into psychology. It is little wonder that
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Wolfgang abler, one of the instigators of the Gestalt

revolution, wrote about breaking out of "the prise

which was psychology as taught at the mivermities..."

.during the hegemony of the structuralists,

IbIagall/ABLEALLItjatrui__ORELISBe

Unlike the Roman empire, structuralism did not

crumble because of sloth and lechery on the part of its

leaders. They were, to the contrary, tireless workers.

Boring, a student of Titohner, claims that graduate

students at Cornell were expected to spend about §,2

hours a week around the lab. Wendt wrote a total of

some 50,000 pages of texts and articles during his

lifetime. With such industry we needn't inquire into

lechery or any other vice; no structuralist would have

the time or energy left for such unprofessional behavior.

Structuralism was brought down by the materials

and methods used in its construction and not by the

construction workers. In the first place, the cataloguing

of elements proved to be close to impossible. Boring

reports that by 1695, alp* had reported "696 disorimin.

ably different visual brightnesses, 150 hues, 11,063

tones, three touches, tour tastes and numerous amellso"

In 1896 Titebner reported 32,820 colors (these combine

hues and brightness's), 111,600 tones, a huge number of

mile, four taste 4410a* outaneous qualities, two

qua/ities trommumole, one trait tesimia, oars from joint,

three, sore or lets fromthe alimentary canal, one for

sex, one for the 'tette eines 0, a total of more than 441,435.
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As against the 64 then known elements of chemistry, the

mind seemed to be pretty well provided for."

Indeed fairly early in the game it was suspected

thit'thi idea of elements might have to give way because

thire werS too many rifld also bectuse.some of the attributes

describing the elements,'.. g., intensity, clePity, Aura

tion or extension, seemed to fit a wide variety of sensory

qualities. Substituted for the element model was a

dimensional model. Experiences were to be described

by locating on the basic dimensions of consolouaness.

This was certainly a more manageable task than counting

elements, If the overwhelming numbers of elements

were the only problem of the struoturalist approach,

the movement would have survived.

second problem was that some elements

or dimensions refused to be independent, despite the

fact that they could not be reduced to simpler elements.

This was unheard of in chemistry. In that science, if

you are sufficiently carefUlpyou can accumulate whatever

amount of one element you wish, without simultaneously

getting more of a second. But in psychology, if you

WA the physical intensity of illumination constant.

and varied the Wave lengths from low to high, the

experienced intensities of the colors immassod and

then decreased, 400pito U. fiat that intensity was
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supposed to depend upon wave amplitude and not wave

length. Experienced hue and intensity were not in-

dependent. A similar relationship occurs between

the supposedly bead* auditory dimensions of pitch

and loudness. Such findings could not be incorporated

into the struoturalist model.

Another related difficulty was that some

basic dimensions did not have specific classes of

physical and physiological processes with which they

oould be perfectly correlated. There were some

irreducible sensory dimensions for which no physio-

logical processes could be suggestel, s. go the

experience of volute in sound and much more importantly

the experience of form or shape. Titohner refused

to acoept the latter as a basic manalyelable experience

because he could oonoeive of no corresponding pv.tivio-

logical prooesio

Finally the method of introspection provided

no my of resolving disagreements. If, as is reported

to have happened, Mohair and some other well:I:nom

psychologist disagreed on the dimensional location of

the eXperience elicited by a given stimulus during a

demonstration before an early meeting of the American

Psyehologioal £ssooiatiom, what was to be dons?

214

Vitchner reportedly resigned from the Association and
founded the Society for itsperinental Psychology (which

.1
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still exists). This, however, is hardly an elegant

way of settling scientific disputes. And the exclusive

reliance upon analytic introspection as the only

psychological method made such disputes inevitable..

And so structuralism ended, or did it?

01191M.410.24Ast.

By the middle of the 1920's the formal

program of etruoturslism had been abandoned by all

but a tenacious few. Belviorisa vas moving toward

its position of dominance in American psychology,

.Cistalt psychology held sway in Germany, the center

of Buropean psychology; and Psychoanalytic .theory

was beginning to be seriously considered by some

American academic psychologists. But in spite of,

its disappearance as a sohool of psychology, Structur-

alien lived on in a number. of ways.

The most vital part of. the structuralist

program was pSychophysics, the study of the relation

Imitates, variation in the intensities of physical

stimuli and variations in the magnitudes of the ex-

periences elicited by these stimuli. The study of

psyshophyslos, the very first topic in experimental

psychology, continues today. Psychologists are still

busy measuring sensory thresholds, which are (very

looloir spooking) the sinliant amounts of moray

stimuli must have in order to be experienced. The

methods used today in pOychophysical studies are direst

29 ,
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descendants of the ones invented by the struoturaliets.

she psychophysical findings of the psychologists of

the.19th century continue to be of use.

Not only do modern psychophysicisto measure

thresholds as their predecessors did, they also are

concerned with describing the dimensions along which

experiences of stimuli can be located. However, unlike

their forebearers, modern psychophysioists regard their

dimensions as analytic abstractions imposed upon the

complex stuff of experience. They do not require their

dimensions to correspond to some known physiological

process: instead their criteria are purely behavioral.

The liberation from the constraints imposed by an a

jaall physiological model has permitted the extension

of dimensional analysis, known as scaling, to much more

complex emporiums. Techniques have been derived

for coaling the intensities of attitudes, the desire

ability of various necktie designs, and some aspects

of the meanings of words, etc. Surprising as it may

sees the social psychologist who constructs a scale

to measure attitudes toward war or the location of

words of various dimensions of meaning, is carrying

on work which makes Ube of techniques and concepts

invented by men who believed that experience had to

be purged of meaning before it could be subjected to

30 :1011
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scientific study. We will have much more to say

aboutp377.'33visrsi,vslektar in the semester.

..LcALL4 work also continues along linos that

would have warmed the heart of Titchner, even though

he would not have ooneidred it vayohology. Advances

in technology have made it possible to study the

physiology of the sensory receptors and related

central nervous system processes in amazing detail.

Physiologists and physiological psychologists can nor

describe many relatiOnshipe between experience as

measured by psychophysical methods and physiological

processes. The processes are much more complicated

than was suspected in Titohnerlis time and do not lend

themselves to the atomistio, switchboard conception

he preferred. Nevertheless, if it eren't for the

careful psychophysioal work of the structuraliet*

and those who followed them, the relation between physii-

°logical processes and ample sensory experiences would

have remained opaque to the light of inquiry. As has

frequently been the case in this century, the careful

study of behavioral regularities preceded and either

directly stimulated or at least facilitated the study

of corresponding physiological processes.
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For the lost part we can let Gestalt psychology be

introduced by Volt abler, the most prolific of the tri-

umvirate (Wertheimer, Koffka and folder) Which founded the

gestalt movement. lahler is a 20th century man. Be had graduate

training in physics before he entered psychology and it is clear

that hie psychological concepts owe inch to his early contact

with the queen of the sciences. If structuralism could be called

mental chemistry because of its stress on assents and their

combination into mental compounds, gestalt psychology oould be

oalled.mentil physics because of its reliance upon concepts

waft as vectors, steady States, fields, etc. The dynamic

flavor (dealing with forces and energy) of gestalt psychology

hoe inch. in caiden viikpayohoanalysiead one thinks that the

two ought to have easily Joined forces against the old order
o

of structuralism and the new order of behaviorism, but they

didnot except in the works of J. P. Worn.

Decants the physioalistio,,ignamio concepts of

gestalt psychology' are miasmal and very important, it is

vise to look at them closely before you plunge into your

readings in abler. There are two levels at which these

concepts can be treated. One is at the level of purely

hypothetical psychological forces Which affect perception and

behavior; the other is at the level of equally hypothetical
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pilyslogibemloal tomes at play in the brain oortex. As one

might *moot, the two are gamily related. For the present,

we shall oontine oursolves to the abstraot psychological forces.

A force say be thought of as that which can produce

motion or change. Psychological forces are those which can

produce change either in overt behavior or in wgperionce.

Although gestalt .payohology-was conoornod with behavior as veil

as soperienoe it was most highly developed with regard to the

latter and it Is the latter *lob will concern us. brass

have two aspects, strength and direction. Whether a given

force will actually result in sone kind of change depends

upon the strengths and directions of other forces operating

upon the sane point as the first.

All of us have an intuitive understanding of the

concept of force as it is applied to the movements of physical

'salter in our immodiato environnent. We know about the muscle

force it takes to lift objects. We know that it takes sore

muscle force to lift heavy objects than light ones. This last

bit of knowledge ea* to rephrased toitate that the amount of

taros roof.* to lift an object is proportional to the force

of gravity exerted upon the object. We also know that the

amount of mosol* two* depeads upon the angle our path of lift

makes with respect to the snag) at whichAbe tome of gravity

Is exerted. We know that it is easier to lift an object under

water than in the atmosphere because of the buoyant faro,
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exerted on the volume of water displaced by the object we are

lifting.

The buoyant force is itself a ftnotion of gravity.

Ws know that some objects can float because the gravitational

force exerted on this is less than the gravitational force

exerted on an equal volume of water. We know that a floating

object sinks far enough to displace an amount of water which

is equal to it in weight. At this point the gravitational

fOroe exerted on the object is balanced by the buoyant fordo

exerted by the water. If we exert a force on the object which

is sufficient to push it beneath the water and them release our

hold, the objeot pops back up and after a few moments of bobbing

comes to rest again at the same degree of submersion as before,

thereby reestablishing the previous equilibrium.

Although we may never have had more than high school

hysics, we can understand the operation of the gravity, despite

its abstractness. Amore ditfloult kind of !Oral concept to

understand, but one whit% comes closer to the concept used by

the gestaltists is elootromagnetio force. Like gravity, electro-

magnetic force is not exerted only at single points, rather it

pervades large areas called fields. At any point in the area,

the force has a given strength and direotion. Most of us

have seen the. demonstration in whisk the field nature et magnetic

forces is illustrated by placing a bar magnet beneath a sheet

ceases and then rpriuklium iron filings on the glass. The

filings are distributed over the glass in a pattern dote:Mined
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by the magnetic field. The major restriction to this novement

is the &lotion (also a force) between the glass and the

filings.

So far our examples have included closed systems,

systems in which the amount of energy or matter available is

oonstants the only exception to this was the intrusion of a
heavy hand upon our floating object. There are also open

systems, ones in which there is a contimmous input and output

of energy or Utter. The system of fermis affecting the water

in a decorative fountain is an open system because new water

is contimOonsly being shot into the air. The weather system

over a continent is an open system, the currents in an oo.an

constitute an open system, There are undoubtedly eleotro
magnetic open systems unknown to those, such as myself, who

are uninitiated into the mysteries of physics. Despite the

fact that amok systems are open, they are not nemlesarily

irregular.

All the exaMples just mentioned exhibit more or
less regularity in the way in which natter passes through them.

In the C4110 of a water fountain, the pattern of the regularity

is easily disowned. Recently, the use of weather satellites

has allowed us to literally see patterns in weather systems

which before had to be pieced together from (mattered reports

of air pressure. wind direction and velocity, temperature and

precipitation. Ocean currents are probably better examples

than weather of open system which exhibit a regular pattern
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despite constant change in the substanoo of which the pattern

is crested. Such a stable pattern has been called a "steady

state" by abler, who wishes to distinguish it from the state

of equilibrium. In the latter there is no notion because the

fordes at work counteract each other and no new forces are
.

added. In the steady state there is constant change, but it

takes place in a regular pattern because of the interplay of

Throes. Despite the apparent usefulness of the distinction

between steady states and states of equilibrium, most gestalt

pmpthologists do not use the two terms differently. This

causes no confasion, however, because almost all the situations

to which the labels are applied involve open systems and hence

steady states. In the face of this fast, psychologists have

perversely shown a preference for the term equilibrium.

The only other tern in the set we are considering,

Which requires definition is systems this is a set of parts

arranged so that changes in any one part have effeots on the

other parts. Clearly, force fields are systems. It is assumed

that all systems tend teller& equilibria or steady states. The

exact promos. through Which this tendency works varies with the

system being considered, but as an abstract principle, it applies

to all systems. Note that the assumption holds that systems

tend toward equilibria but does not hold that they necessarily

reach *ether they do or not depends upon the

conditions umder Which the system is operating.

The preceding discussion of general terms was meant

to give you an intuitive grasp of the framework wit kin which the

gestalists approached the study of psychology. The use of snob

36 ..**44
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conowpts as force and field probably seem as peculiar to you

now as they did when they were first disseminated among psychol-

ogists in the second donde of this century. They do not fit

the atosistic, assoolationist mode of thinking about human

mental life, which mold is the frogman heritage of western man.

Is what follows, en attempt will be made to show how these

general theoretical terms are used in the gestalt theory of

peroeption. The discussion will be limited to a consideration

of the psychological aspects of the theory, The physiological

aspects will be treated later. Although the gestaltists intend

their theory to *over all aspects of peroeption it has been

applied most suocessfally to the perception of visual shapes

and ferns. It would be well, therefore, to keep the 'isnot

overlong* of the Shapes of figures in mind as the major out-

lines of gestalt theory are described.

The perceptual field is an open system, with short

lived energy inputs iron the sensory receptors. The flow of

energy in the field is determined by the forces acting upon

the part of the field in leash the energy is located. The

organisation or pattern of experience is produced by the

organisation or pattern of energy flow in the perceptual

field. The tern' perceptual field is, unfortunately, used

asbiguouay by gestaltisile. Sometimes it refers to the

hypothetical field in which forces shape the distribution of

the Hama input energy. This is how the term is used hare.

However at times it is also used to refer to the experience

resulting from the operation of forces in the hypothetioal
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field. It is usually possible to differentiate the two by

paying attention to how they are used, but sometlues the

impression is given that we are directly aware of the operation

of forces at play in the perceptual field. This is not what

the gestaltists believe. Our egpariende depends upon these

forces and allows us to infer the shareaterlsties of the forces.

but it doer sot give us direct awareness of them.

The distribution of esergy flow in the field at any

time is a tunOtion of three factors: (a) the distribution of

sensory Input, e.g. the spatial array of stimulation received

via the visual input channel, (b) the state of 'the field into

Which the input is fed, and (a) the operation of the tendon°,

toward steady states, sharacteristio of all open systems. In

the peReaptual field the tendency toward balance and steady

states is sallied the Law of Pagano. This law asserts that the

energy flow in the perceptual field will be as regular and

symmetrical as possible, given the distribution of the sensory

input and the state of the field at the tine,. Since perceptual

experience, particularly in its formal aspects, is a direst

tune:tips of the flow of energy, the Law of Pr crass seas that

our perceptual experience will be organised as symmetrioally

and regularly al possible, divan the nature of the stimuli

lioineingrupon our sensory receptors and our perceptual state

at the time.

Isom flows in the perceptual field as electricity

flows in some solid mass of oonduiting material. That is, it

4'.1
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flows from areas of greater concentration to areas of lesser

concentration. If energy is evenly distributed over the entire

perceptual field, there will be no flow in the field and there-

fore no visual experience. There must be some inbomogeneity

in the sensory energy reaching the field in order to produce

the energy floes upon rnich visual experience depends. is we

have mentioned the strength and direction of the flow depends

in the first instance upon the distribution' of sensory input.

More specifically it is the relations among the mounts of

energy in the various parts of the field that determines the

strength and direction. of the flow and therefore the intensity

and form of the visual experience. It is in this sense that

visual, as well as all other kinds of experienoes, are said to

be relationally determine.

The relational determination of perception was a

revolutionary concept. The structuralists had held that our

sensory experience is sorely the sum of the stimulation of our

sensory receptors and of the cortical cells which are perfectly

correlated with then. The nature of a sensory experience was

said to depend upon the locus and characteristics of the specific

cells stimulated. To be sure, peroeptual experience depended

upon relations between these discrete sensory processes and

memories, but the immediate unelaborated experience was a

mosaic, each part of which was independent of all other parts.

While the gestaltists admitted. that the sensory input to the

perceptual field was indeed the kind of smile described by

the structuralists, they asserted that it wail the relations among
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the parts of the mosaic, that is the forces set up by the in

honogeneities among the parts of the mosaic, which determined

the experience.

The controversy over determination of experience by

points or by relations among points leads to an interesting

esperinental confrontation of the two theories. Suppose we

were to expose a person to a completely homogeneous, deeply

saturated, colored environmental field. In such a case the

struotaralists would predict an experience in which a person

sees a two dimensional surface (there being no cues to elicit

the associations necessary for the perception of depth) which

was colored with the hue of the ligzt reflected from the en-

vironment. This sounds like alto a reasonable prediction.

The gestaltists would predict that despite its hue, the

stimulus should yield the perception of a three dimensional

neutral grey void. They would admit to some color at the

outset due to the inhomogeneity between the current input and

traces of the immediately preceding input, but they would

expeot this color to fade quickly. You will be reading about

and experieneingthe outcome of this confrontation between

the structuralist and gestalt predictions.

Ws have seen that in order to perceive something

other than a void the gestaltists hold that there must be some

inhomegeneity in the input to the perceptual field, which in

the normal organism means some inhonowneity in the stimulation

falling upon the sensory receptors. This is a condition which

is very easily met, indeed its opposite is extremely difficult

to achieve. The nest factor mentioned as a determinant of
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perception was the state of the perceptual field. There are two

aspects of this state which have been discussed by the gestalt

theorists. The first is an inherent directionality. They claim

that the field has ajbuilt in top, bottom, right and left and

that the identioal input will ii . rise to a different percep-

tual experience depending upon its orientation with respect to

these built in directions. The example usually given in this

connection ,is that of & figure with four equally long straight

sides, which meet at 90 degree corners. When ow* a figure is

expossed so that the input from its aides are parallel with the

vertical and horisontal directions of the perceptual field, or

bear some relationship which is topologically equivalent to

parallel, the figure is seen as a square. When it is oriented

so that the inputs from the corners are aligned along the major

axes of the field, it is seen as an entirely different figure,

a diamond. The reason for this is not found in the nature of

energy currents; the directionality of the field and its

effects on the eorrosponding energy currents in it are to be

accepted aslunexplainible givens. Though this seems trouble-

some it has not proved so, primarily because it has not been

studied very intensively. We shall have occasion to return to

the issue later in the semester.

The second chareeteristio of the field which affects

experience is one that does influrnos the figural currents in

the field. It is the amount of resistance to the flow of anew

in m given area of the fields The major determinant of such
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resistance is the previous flow of energy through the same

area. As in the case of the flow of soleotrioal energy,

figural currents will be directed so that they flow through

the areas offering the least resistance in the vicinity of
their path. This means that two identical inputs to areas with

different degree's and patterns of resistance will produce

different energy flows and hence different experiences. Much

more will be said of this later in connection with the study of

figural aitereffects.
The final determinants of experience are the ten-

dencies referred to by the Law of Prignans. The Law of Preiguans

operi4sp.in either of two ways to achieve the goal of maximum

rassaarIty, The first is by eliminating inhomogeneities. In

a closed system. this is the primary way of achieving balak.u.o;

all the energy is evenly distributed. But in open systems

such as the perceptual field, uniformity is difficult to accomplish

because of the continuous input of inhomogeneously distributed

energy. Hence a second method is used for achieving regularity,

namely the creation or accentuation of boundaries between

inhomogeneous areas.

A homely example may Serve to illuminate the difference

between the two ways of. achieving stability. Think of a steaming

bowl of °blokes soup with golden globules of fat floating on

tae surfaoe. Concentrate on a SLUM large globule and imagine

porgornis g the following operations. Take a toothpick and dip

the point into the globule near its bouneAry. Then draw the

4v I I
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toothpick slowly away from the center of the globule* When

the globule has assumed a rough hourglass shape, withdraw the

toothpick carefully and observe. Either of two things will

happen. The areas at the. ends of the hourglass shape will

begin to draw together until the ',globule regains its original

spherical shape. Or the two ends will appear to pull on the

portion connecting them until it breaks and each of them

assumes a spherical shape. In either case, once the spherical

shape is achieved, it 'remains stable, barring any further outside

dieturbenelio.. In one case the. stability was achieved by

eliminating the irrssularity in the surface of the globule.

In the other attained by accentuating the irregularity

until it beCame.a :boundary between two parts.

.clear. how the creation or accentuation of

boundaries produces a steady state. in the perceptual field.

Perhaps .they.,Criate barriers to the flow of energy so that

separate currents flow within and aroUnd.boundarieS without

disturbing currents on the other aide. Uniformity may then

be possible. within bounded areas. With complex stimuli, the

unorganised . flow of currents in the entire field would never

lead to, uniformity because of the constant input of inhomogeneous

energy, therefore uniformity within bounded areas is the most

stable orgaesstion possible, We need only consider the effects

of improper foetal or friers disturbances of bodily equilibrium

to realise hoi unstable experienced visual fields booms* when

clear boundaries are absent.. In any event, we should be prepared

to see the affects of both modes of operation of the Law of
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Prignans. The stronger and more differentiated. the input, the

sore we should expect the boundarsecreating made to be dominant*

The preceding lone exposition of some of the basio

concepts of gestalt psychology is misleading in that it conjures

up images of psychologists leaning back in their armchairs or

Numbed over their typewriters spinning out ally tenuous

speoulation about the determinants of perception. Although

they moo quite theoretical and even philosophical, the gestalt

psychologists were also avid data collectors. A large part of

their, program was directed at describing visual experience with

emphasis an its organisational characteristics. There were no

£ limits on what could be observed and as a result a

number of new perceptual phenomena were discovered. They were

most happy when they could discover experiences which departed

from literal representations of stimuli in the direction of

being sore organised, regular, eta. They were also happy to

be able to find instances in which the formal characteristics

4.e stimuli outweighed the effects of past experience in deter-

mining perceptual experience.

Much gestalt research did not take the form of

experiments in which conditions were varied and predictions

were made about the outcome. Often they worked on the cone

strnotion of demonstrations which illustrated the operation of

. the Law of Prignans or of the many enbelaws into which it was

broken. Most of the work via non- quantitative although some was

highly quantitative. There is hardly an area in the study of

visual perception which hao not been exmalned by some gestalt

psychologist. Much of our knowledge of visual perception is the

outcome of gestalt oriented research*



The movement vas at its peak during the 1920's. The

advent of the Meets led law gestalt psychologists to leave

germs', for America and eliminated many others. Although the

leaders of the movement oontinuid towrite and teach in America*

they were so out of keeping with the dominant bthaviorst

Orientation. here that they failed to really propagate thew

selves via graduate students. Zone of them had positions at

major Universities. Most influential was alder Who taught at

Swarthmore. Me was able to tmella some graduate students.

Xoffkat taught at Smith and except for his definitive work of

Gestalt, rardsgogy (the most detailed and soholarly comprehensive

book produced by the,movement), he had little success in America

and died a rev years after arriving. Wertheimer taught at the

New School iniNew York City= and did train a few outstanding

psychologists.

Surprisingly, it was in the field of social psychology

that the gestalt movement had its greatest success in America.

Kurt who was trained by the illustrious trio soon after

the beginning of the movement, gave a lasting gestalt and peso

ceptuai orientation, to much of American social psychology.

Lewin died suddenky dust as his work was beginning to get the

attention it deserved.

Now that we have completed this cursory introduction to

gestalt theOrY, we oan turn to the rich world of perceptual

experience to develop the themes that have been outlined here.

Most of this section will consist of reading and viewing gestalt
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demonstrations and eaperinents. It will be up to you to relate
them to the theoretical outline presented here and to thereby
simultaneously inorease your understanding of perception and
gestalt theory.



Testing Gestalt Theory Concerning the Dynamic
Effects of Shape
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The beat starting point for this discussion is an examination of the

term, "dynamic effects of shape." We have already seen that "dynamic"

refers to the action of perceptual forces which are responsible for the

organization of the sensory input. These forces are always at work, but

they are moat convincingly demonstrated when they bring about organizations

which depart from what we would naively expect on the basis of what we know

of the sensory input. Such demonstrations make up the greater part of the

Gestalt research on the dynamic effects of shaped

A frequent class of such demonstrations compares the perception of

identidel local stimuli (see Uhleros Gestalt Psychology, Chap. 3, for def.

inition of this term) situated in different figural contexts. The local

stimulus inputs are said to be perceived differently as a consequence of

being subjected to the dissimilar forcei characterizing the different

figures. Fuchs' transparency and assimilation demonstrations belong in this

clads,

Another type of demonstration focuses on some differences in the

perception of figures themselves as a consequence of differences in the

strength of forces which give rise to them. Generally, good figures, i.eo,

ones which arise from strong forces, are compared with figures arising from

weak forces, holding the physical intensities of the relevant stimulus inputs

constant. It has been reported that good figures have lower thresholds,

lower critical flicker fusion frequencies and are more likely to be dominant

in binocular rivalry than bad figures. Good figures are also supposed to

produce longer ,sting afterimages and to be more resistant to disruption

by other stimulus inputs° The comparison of the dynamic effects of figure

and ground also belong in this class because the ground can be thought of

as being characterized by extremely low or nil strength of figure producing

forces,
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Many of the demonstrations of the dynamic effects of shape were per-

formed in Germany during the second and third decades of this century. The

reports describing them are not readily accessible so that it is difficult to

evaluate their methodological adequacy.. Current attempts at demonstrating

the effects are not always successful, sometimes because of the operation of

extraneous variables, which are difficult to control and sometimes because

of apparent Shortcomings in the theory itself. Examination of these failures,

some of which are drawn from student projects in this course, is instructive

and will constitute the major part of these notes.

A number of students have attempted to show that a spot must be exposed

for a longer time if it is to be perceived when flashed on a figure than when

flashed on a ground area. This "simple" demonstration involves a distressing

number of pitfalls which either invalidate apparently positive results or

prevent such results from being obtained. One student compared the duration

thresholds for a black dot projected inside or outside an outline circle.

He had his Ss fixate the center of the circle -while he flashed the dots

either inside or outside the circle for varying lengths of time. He found

a lower threihold within the circle than outside, However, his results cannot

be Liken as evidence against the theory because he did not control for differ-

ences in visual acuity at the center and periphery of the visual field,

Another student, cliabing upon the vanquished form of the first, decided

to use an iron cross embedded in a circle (Fig. 1) as his stimulus. He

flashed dots in the a and b positions indicated in Fig. 1 and did obtain the

expected result. However, when he rotated the figure so tha, the arms were

diagonal he found the opposite results. It seems as if his Ss were just more

accurate with dots located *long the central vortical and horizontal axes

of their perceptual fields than they were with dots along the diagonal axis.

Fig. 1 Fig 2
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Also drawn by the fatal lure of this "simple" demonstration, another

student used the stimulus shown in Fig. 2, with dots projected at a or b.

Ss were given some preliminary practice in reversing the figure and ground in

their perceptions of the stimulus and were supposed to have been brought to

the point where they could see the pattern either way, at will. This design

controlled the two bothersome variables which had interfered with previous

attempts; however, it an into its own difficulty. Ss were not reliable in

their perceptions of figure and ground. They did not always follow the 11

instruction to see the figure in a particular way and at times they were

unable to report which part of the stimulus was seen as figure. Another

difficulty was that some As said that on some trials they saw masher part
of the figure as pattern. Instead they concentrated on the region in which

the dots appeabed and ignored the rest of the stimulus. Although it is

tempting to blame the foregoing failures on novice Es andAtupid, weak-willed

Ss, it must be granted that the phenomenon of differential thresholds inside

and outside of figures is considerably loss obvious than would appear at

first glance and that it cannot lend much support to Gestalt theory until

better data are produced

IT1
Lt./kJ

Fig.

Turning to published research on the dynamic effects of shape we find

a study by Weitsman in the alma of ;xuerimental puslasii, 1963, Vol. 66,

pp. 201-205. Weitsman used stimulus in Fig. 3. Sometimes the face was oriented

toward the left and sometimes toward the right. The stimuli were presented

tachistoscopically and Ss were asked to describe what they saw as accurately

as possible. On some exposure a small gap appeared at point a in the contour,
410

in others point b. Weitzman wanted to know if the gap would be more readily
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seen when it was at the bottom of the facial area or when it was at the

bottom of the ground. Se found that the gap was noted more readily when it

was at the bottom of the area inside the facial contour. Re claimed that

this follows from Gestalt theory because the theory says that the figural

process LI:stronger in the facial area. To be sure this is what the theory

does say, but one could as easily expect the opposite result on the basis of
the same premise. The stronger process should fill in the gap so that the

gap should have a higher threshold when under the facial area. To make

matters even oloudier, it is not clear whether the bottom boundary should

be considered part of a face figure. The square contour seems to bound the

entire area rather than just the area inside the facial contour. Gestalt

theory gives no clear directions on how to decide whether a contour belongs

to a figure or not. Perceptual belongingness is assessed intuitively and

althougi this is adequate in many cases, it doesn't help in the present one.
A good theory should not allow contradictory derivations from the same set

or propositions and conditions; it should also suggest clear teats of whether

a gi en proposition is relevant to a specific case. Gestalt theory frequently

f a short of the mark in these two respects.

Continuing our review of unsatisfgctory research we come to a project

designed by two otudonts who wished to test the hypothesis that the better

a figure was, the,lower its recognition threshold would be. Earlier researchersp

had reported such results. The students used seven figures cut from black

paper and mounted on a white background. The shapes of the figures were

square, pentagon, hexagon, decagon, "fourtennagon" (cur students were clearly

not 1646rs of the English language) and circle. These were exposed one at a

time in random order for three seconds. Following an opportunity to familiarise

themselves with the figures, the Ss were asked to identify the figure shown

410 on each exposure. According to Gestalt theory, the circle is the beat figure
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of the lot, primarily because of its simplicity and continuity. The circle,
therefore should have been identified correctly most often. The theory also
leads us to expect that errors in identification

should be in the direction
of labeling the figures as more circle-like than they actually were. This
should be so because of the operation of the Law of Prngnans, which operation
Should be enhanced by the dim illumination.

Despite their confidence and the apparant clarity of the Gestalt position
in this area, the student researchers did not find what they expected. The
square was recognized most accurately while the circle was next to last in
recognition accuracy. Furthermore, errors did not consist of figures being
identified as more circle-like than they actually were. Instead, errors con-
sisted of displacements toward the center of the series of seven figures. In
an insightful discussion of their results, the researchers pointed to two
possible determinants of their results. First they noted thattheemeof
identification of a stimulus depends not only on the properties of the stimulus
itself, but also upon its similarity to the stimuli from which it is being
discriminated, In this respect, the square was undoubtedly the easiest figure
because it was the most distinctive. The remaining figures were more similar
to each other than they were to the square, especially as one moved toward
the circle end of the set. Secondly, they observed that their Ss may not
have attempted to recognise the figures as wholes, but rather may have tried
to find specific parts of the figures which would serve as reliable clues yo
their identities. Some Sal for example, reported counting the number of
angles in the figures. Clearly the fewer the angles, the easier it was to
identify a stimulus by this method, hence the greater accuracy of the square
and the inferior accuracy of the nfourteenagon.n However successful this
strategy might have proved, it destroyed the relevance of the task to Gestalt

00 Psychology. The figures must be reacted to as unanalysed wholes in order fGr

t,
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the theory to be applicable. Where attention is confined to single parts of

a figure, one should not expect the creation of the kind of force fields

which the theory holds responsible for the dynamic effects of shape. As we

have noted above, the theory doeent say such about the determinants of the

failure to see patterns as wholes. Indeed, it is difficult to see how such

failures are possible in the perceptual system described by the Gestaltists.

Uhler dismisses such analytic experiences as atypical, and artificially

produced by the special analytic introspectionist attitude. While he may be

correct in his description, he is still obligated to tell us how the special

attitude produces its artificial results.

A group of investigators at Cornell obtained data similar to ones just

described (Krauskopf, Dureyea and Bateman, American Journal of psycholoRY,

1954, Vol. 1.21, pp. 427.440.) Their $s were asked to identify the following

symbols: 14 4, X, and T. They found that the thresholds for the symbols

II/
decreased as the lengths of the arms increased. They concluded that two

variables were related to ease of form recognition. The first was the area

of the form and the second, more important one, was the ratio of the perimeter
of the form to its area. When the ratio is large, it means that there is much

critical detail, e.g., long arms, which aid in figure recognition. An earlier

experiment by this group found that when gpild not know beforehand the figures

they were to see, but simply described what they saw, the responses tended

to conform to what was expected on the basis of Gestalt theory, e.g., errors

were in the direction of making figures look more like circles than was

actually the case.

The studies of figure recognition suggest that one should not think of

Ss passively experiencing and then identifying figures. Rather one should

conceive of Sa actively seeking the information they need to solve the
410 problems set for them by Es. Different problems probably lead to different
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strategies of processing information and these differences may be respon

Bible for variation in the success of Gestalt predictions concerning figure

recognition.

The final study to be discussed was also done by a student. Once

again the hypothesis concerned the greater recognizability of good figures.

The task pitted figures, which varyied in symmetry against one another in

a stereoscope, with the expectation that the better the figure was, the more

dominant it should be in the binocular rivalry. The figures were constructed

after a method described by Attneave (Psychological Review, 1954, Vol. 61,

PP. 183 -193.) The method involves blacking in the cells of a grid in a

systematic way. The student researcher divided his grid into four equal

quadrants and measured the degree of symmetry of his patterns counting the

number of filled cells which overlapped when one quadrant was reflected into

its neighboring vertical or horizontal quadrant. The reflection was accomplished

by folding the paper along the lines separating the quadrants. The second

part of his experiMent employed.a guessing procedure in which subjects were

given blank grids and were asked to guess the pattern on theVegrido Ss

proceeded across the grid one row at a time, guessing whether or not each

cell was filled. E informed them of the correctness of their guesses and

kept records of the number and location of errors. It was expected that the

more symmetrical the figure, the fewer errors there would beb

The results of the experiment were Surprising. When the figures were

ranked in order of the number of errors made on them during the guessing game,

the resulting order was the one predicted, with the fewest errors made on

th, most symmetrical figures. However, the order.of the figures with respect

to dominance was just the reverse of what was.expected.

figure was the one with the least symmetry.

The most dominant

Having an extremely high verbal ACE score, the student quickly constructed

an after the fact explanation of his result.. He too took a problem solving
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point of view toward the experimental situations he used. The application

of this view to the guessing game leads us to expect that once the subjects

realised that they were guessing a symmetrical figure, their errors would

disappear. An examination of the data did reveal sharp declines in the

number of errors with the relatively symmetrical figures as the Ss progressed

through the grid. It also revealed that the errors tended to be restricted

to. cells in which figures departed from symmetry. In other words, the

assumption of symmetry allowed& to predict the parts of the figure they

did not yet know; when the assumption was justified, their predictions were

correct. They needed lees information to solve the problem of specifying

the shape as the shapes became more symmetrical. In the case of the binocular

rivalry task, Se also needed less information to discover the shapes of the

symmetrical figures, hence, they spent less time looking at these than at the

less symmetrical ones. To be sure, they didn't consciously force one figure

to be dominant over the other. Instead, we must assume that the perceptual

system automatically tended to give higher priority to inputs which were un-

certain than to those whith have been definitely identified. Despite the

anthropomorphic ring to this view, it is consistent with what we know about

the tendency of the nervous system to react more actively to novel rather than

familiar inputs. It is also consistent with the modern neurophysiological

theorising discussed earlier this semester.

The conclusion of this tale of experimental failure is not that the

Gestalt views of the dynamic effects of shape are useless; clearly sometimes

things occur in accordance with the theory. Rather we must recognise that

introspection in the Gestalt style is only one of several possible perceptual

tanks. The perceptual processes called into play may differ from one general

type of task to another. To borrow from physics, the Gestalt laws may have

much of the status (although little of the rigor) of Newton's laws. They may

be important special cases awaiting a general theory which will encompass them
and together with the perceptual laws which apply to other classes of

perceptual tasks. Perception's Einstein has yet to appear.
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The tendency to organize the perceptual field so as to

achieve good figures, is of paramount importance in the gestalt

approach to perception. Most of the demonstrations we have en-

countered thus far illustrate the operation of this tendency, i.e.,

The Law of Pragnanz in one form or another. One might expect

that the importance of the principle would have led the gestaltists

to devote a great deal of effort to constructing a precise defini-

tion for it and to creating operations to measure variations in

forms along the dimension of figural goodness. However, this has

not occurred. Apart from Kurt Lewin, who tried to use topological

constructs to describe psychological concepts, the gestaltists

have been relatively uninterested in formalizing their approach.

The major reasons for the relatie scarcity of quantitative

concepts in Gestalt Psychology, were the lack of understanding of

the phenomena studied and the lack of mathematical models or lack

of knowledge of mathematical models which were appropriate to

the representation of gestalt concepts. The gestaltists believed

that premature formalization would limit the development of their

approach and perhaps shut out fruitful areas of inquiry. At;the

time of the founding of the school the only examples of formal

mathematical models in psychology occurred in psychophysics. The

gestaltists thought that the psychophysical models obscured

rather than clarified the essential quality of experiences namely

its organization. The increase in both knowledge of perception

and mathematical sophistication in psychology has led some

psychologists to try to quantify the elusive concept of gocd figure

and more generally to develop quantitative measures of visual forms.
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According to the gestaltists, good figures are ones which

are closed, regular, symmetrical, band continuous. One of the

easiest questions to ask about this definition is whether the

properties specified by the gestaltists are actually the ones

naive subjects consider good? A doctoral dissertation done by

Marian Mowatt at Bryn Mawr during the early twenties attempted

to answer this question. She presented her subjects with a variety

of outline drawings of figures and asked them to change the figures

to make them good figures, if such changes appeared to be needed.

(See page 173 of B and W for the figures she used.) She then

examined which figures were changed least and what kinds of

changes were made in the figures that were altered. Some of her
findings vere

a) 72 percent of her subjects left the outline circle un-

changed. Corresponding percentages for other figures

were: isoceles triangle . 70 percent, hexagon - 62

percent, rectangle - 62 percent, square . 60 percent.

61 percent of the changes enhanced the closure of the

figures:, 2 percent decreased it.

c) 38 percent of chances increased symmetry; 17 percent

decreased it.

d) 20 - 30 percent of the figures, depending upon type, were

changed to increase continuity. Mowatt found very few

cases in which changes substantially reduced continuity.
e) Five times as many familiar"bad" figures were changed

to unfamiliar good figures than were unfamiliar good

figures changed to familiar "bad" figures.

Mowatt's study was consistent with the view that the gestaltists
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did not depart from their naive, unpsychological brethren in

their specifiCation of what figures were to be considered good.

Despite its agreement with gestalt theory, Mowatt's study
is not too impressive. The fact that gestalt psychologists and

Bryn Mawr undergraduates agree in their definitions of good

figures is no guarantee that these definitions are theoretically'

sound. A much more impressive demonstration would predict specific

consequences of variations in figural goodness and then show that

these consequences did indeed occur as the symmetry, closedness,.

etc. of figures varied. The article by Hochberg and McAlister

uses this type of criterion. They predict that when subjects

are, shown figures which can be seen as possessing two shapes, they
ought to see the better shape more frequently than the other.

All of the recent investigations of figural goodness have used

the ability to predict variations in perceptions of shapes as

the criterion for determining whether or not a given property is

a determinant of figural goodness.

Recent studies have also substituted quantitative for

qualitative descriptions of good figures. Most of the quantitative

measures focus on the informational properties of the stimulus.

Figures which require less information to describe them are said
to be better figures than ones which require more information.

The article by Hochberg and McAlister uses a fairly simple-minded

measure of information. Other researchers' have made use of a
branch of probability theory' known as information theory to make

more precise specifications of the amount of information necessary
to describe a figure, or more accurately to select it from a
given array of alternatives.
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Quantitative techniques have also been created for generating

figures with known amounts of information. Information theory

can be applied to auditory configurations as well as to visual

ones. Indeed, information theory was first developed by telephone

engineers who were concerned with measuring the amount of information
contained in auditory signals. No attempt will be made to des-

cribe' information theory.here but interested students can find

an excellent introduction in a book by Fred Attneave, entitled,

Applications of liakne.inat....:ionliteor.2 to psychology.

Unfortunately, the more use researchers make of information

theory; -the less they study phenomena of interest to the gestaltists.
Their problems are selected more in terms of what is relevant to

information theory than in terms of a/ready existing theoretical
questions. While this enriches our knowledge of perception, it

still leaves the earlier theoretical questions unanswerech It is

however, that the rapid increase in the use of mathematics

in psychology will bring us to the point where the mathematics be,

Comes relevant to a.wide variety of problems.

ft
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Lecture Notes
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Some Comments on Threshold. Theories

Alternative conceptions of the detection process

Common sense. For the sake of argument, let us postulate a completely unso-
phisticated straw man whom we shall demolish with a single stroke. When
asked for his deteotion model, our everyman would reply that there is abso-
lute threshold which is relatively constant and also a sensory process, whose
strength is a function of the intensity of the physical stimulus impinging
upon the sensory receptor, wherein the sensory process origin.ates. According
to this model a stimulus of a given intensity either is above or below the
threshold* If it is above it will be experienced and reported as present;
if it is below it will not be experienced and will be reported as absent,
Repetition of the same stimulus to the same observer would always lead to the
same report* If it didn't, this was because the observer was lying or inat-
tentive* In either case the variation in the report of an observer to repeated
presentations of the same stimulus would be attributed to some error which was
extraneous to the detection process. Put concisely, common sense would say
that detection is a function of the relation between a fixed stimulus effect,
a fixed threshold and a variable error* According to this model, one should
be able to purgeLthe error from the observation process and then rely upon
detection reports as direct reflections of an observer's experiences.

This is quite a reasonable model; unfortunately it has difficulty with
the fact that highly trained, highly motivated, very honest observers vary in
their detection reports when a given stimulus is presented more than once.
At thistpoint, everyman throws up his hands and bemoans the imperfeotibility
of human nature and the inevitability of error in human information processing*
Although such an approach obviates the necessity for studying variability, in
detection reports to repetitions of a constant stimulus, thereby leaving time
for the finer things in life, it does not enlighten us about the detection
process*

Thealaroach,. The view of detection which was generally accepted
by psydhologists from the start of scientific psychology until the late 1940's
was that the threshold varied from moment to moment and that the sensory pro-
cess elicited by a given stimulus intensity was always the same* This is the
view that is given in most psychology texts, where e: normal curve is used to
describe the distribution of threshold values over time, This is also the
view that provides the rationale for defining the detection threshold as the
stimulus value which is reported correctly 50% of the time*

Latter day psychophysicists, such as Blackwell, have elaborated upon this
model by adding a non-sensory, guessing factor to the determinants of the per-
ceptual report* This is the approach taken in 3:ember's discussion. Blackwell's
model may be desoribed by the following equation:
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the observed proportion of yes responses,
the true proportion of yes responses, i.e.0 hits, and
the probability of false positive reap-Ames, i.e.,the probability
of saying yes when the sensory process is below the momentary
threshold.

According to this theory, false positives are due to lucky guesses. Thetask-of the experimenter is to determine the true proportion of yes responses,( pal to each stimulus and then determine, by interpolation if necessary, the
stimulus value that would elicit hits 50%; of the time. To do this, he must
correct the observed proportion of yes responses in order to get rid of the
false positives. The corrected, or true proportion of yes responses can be
obtained by solving Blaekweills equation for pi', as follows:

ler

p1= p1
P. P1 P.

P1 P.

111# (

Pi - P. n Pl
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1 4* p0

When using a yes-no response, p0 is estimated boPthe.proportion of yes
responses given on catch trials, i ep, ones on which no stimulus is presented.With the forced choice procedure, p0 is given anagaal value based on the
number of alternatives from which the observer must select his response.
When each alternative is correct equally often and other things are equal,
P° = 1/no. alternatives.

ATLEiggineyariants. Although no one has proposed them one might conceive
of models in which the threshold was constant and the sensory processes,
elicited by repeated presentations of a constant stimulus, varied. One
might also conceive of a model in which both thresholds and sensory processes,
elicited by constant stimuli, varied. The low threshold theory alluded to by
Swets may be of the former type.

The decision tialmaLlacjicat. In 1954 Sweta, Tanner and Birdsall, of the
University of Michigan, put forth a statistical decision theory of detection.
Their theory was rather revolutionary in that it dispensed entirely with the
threshold concept. Instead it postulated that observers were sensitive to
any sensory process, however faint it might be. It also postulated that sen-
sory processes could be activated spontaneously, i.e., without a stimulus or
signal being presented to the observer. These spontaneous sensory processes
were celled noise Noise vas said to var4y in intensity over time, with its
frequency distribution assuming the shape of the normal curve. For the sake
of simplicity, they assumed that a signal of constant physical magnitude
added a constant intensity to the varying sensory intensity produced by noise
alone. It follows from this assumption that the distribution of sensory
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processes due to signal aided to noise would also be normal in shape, and
that the mean of the signal plus noise distribution (SN) would be more in-
tense than the mean of the noise distribution (N) t an amount equal to the
intensity contributed by the signal to the sensory process.

For Swets, et al., the detection process, using a yes-no response, was
one in which the observer had to decide whether a given sensory event was
due to a signal superimposed upon the noise background or just plain noise.
Put somewhat differently, the observer had to decide whether an event with
the intensity of the one in question was more likely to have occurred from
noise alone or from a sival superimposed upon noise. To make this decision
the observer relies upon his "knowledge" of the heights of the N and SN dis-
tributions at the sensory intensity in question. Other things being equal,
if the N distribution is higher than the SN distribution at the point in
question, he would decide to report that no signal had been presented; if
the opposite were true he would, make the opposite decision. Fig. 1 presents
a situation in which the observer would decide that no signal was presented
when given sensory event of intensity x and would make the opposite decision
for a sensory event at intensity z.

Hi

Probability
of

Occurrence

SN

X Z
Intensity of Sensory Process

Figo
Put in a somewhat more complicated fashion, the observer's decision

about an event of intensity x depends upon the ratio of the probability of
x occurring from signal plus noise, to the probability of ,,x occurring from
noise alone. This is called a likelihood ratio (because it is a ratio of
one likelihood or probability to another). In the example described above
the likelihood ratio at intensity y equals one; it is leas than one at z and
more than one at z. Our observer would say "yes, a signal was presented,"
whenever the likelihood ratio exceeded one. We might say that.his criterion
for saying yes was that a sensory event be more intense than y.

The value of the sensory event at which the likelihood ratio is one is
not always chosen as the criterion. The choice depends upon two sets of
factors, the, relative frequency of the signal, i.e., on what proportion of
the events requiring a decision is the signal actually presented and upon
the positive and negative values associatedbith hits, misses, false alarms
and correct rejection responses, i.e., the payoff matrix. For exampleo if
the observer "knew" that the signal was present 900; of the times he,was
asked to make a decision, he would be wise to lower his ecitarlono Similarlyif he gained a great deal by hits and lost relatively little by false posi-
tive responses, he would also be wise to lower his criterion.
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It is is of crucial importance to recognize the consequences of raising or
lowering the criterion. Rolding.the means and standard deviations of the N
and SN distributions constant, varying the criterion completely determines
the probability of each of the four possible outcomes in the detection situ-
ation, namely, hits, misseo, false positives and correct' rejections. Thisis moot easily seen by looking back at rigs 1 and relating the probability
of each outcome to the appropriate areas. Recall that whenever the intensity
of the sensory event exceeds the criterion, in this caue y, the observer will
say "yes". The probability of a sensory event, resulting from noise alone,
exceeding y is represented by the privoition of the area under the N curve
lying above y; this determines the proportion of false positivee. The proba-bility of a sensory event, resulting from signal plus noise, exceeding y is
represented by the propcirtion of the area under the SN curve lying above y;
this determines the proportion of hits. In a similar manner the proportion
of the N and SN curves lying below y are related to correct rejections and
misses, respectively.

If we raise the criterion.we necessarily decrease hits and false posi-
ttves and increase misses and correct rejections. If we lower the criterion,
we have the opposite effect. As mentioned above, whether we raise or lower
the criterion depends upon the values associated with each of the outcomes
and the expected frequency of signals relative to the total number of sensory
events judged.

Swete et al., show that if observers desire to maximize the average value
they obtain over all their trials, they will set the criterion at a value such
that the likelihood ratio at the criterion (Beta) will be equal to the follow-
ing expression:

p (n) . (V nib + I n.a)

p (en) (V ante + X an.b)

where p m the proportion, of trials on which no signal is presented,
p en) ms the proportion of trials on which a signal is presented,
V n.b = the positive value resulting from a correct rejection,sri.a the positive value of a hit.
X tom the oast of a false positive
X snob the oost of a miss.

This is the standard equation for maximizing the average value of any
series of decisions between two alternatives. It is quite familiar to econo-
mists who deal with decisions about investment on other economic matters.

Note that in order for the theory to be fully applicable to the detection
situation, the observer has to "know" quite a bit. To the extent that this
condition is not met, his performance will depart from.the prediction made by
the theory. The reason for the quotations around the words know and knowledge
is that the observer need not be able to state the knowledge, he merely has tohave had experience in the situation from which the knowledge could be induced.
Indeed, it is not clear that just giving a verbal statement to the observer
about the probabilities, values and costs will necessarily provide him with the
knowledge needed for application of the theory. Typically, very well practioed
and informed observers are used to insure meeting the requirements of the theory.
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While this may seem like an irksome restriction, it is not really different
than the previous practice of using experienced observers, nor is it different
from physical laws which require an ideal situation, e.g., a perfect vacuum,
for their perfect operation.

Although most readers will be confused and perhaps impressed by the time
they have reached this point in their reading, some may also have begun to
wonder what happened to the original problem threshold theories were designed
to answer, namely the measurement of the sensitivity of observers to stimuli.
In a sense, all that has gone before this has been an attempt to separate
non-sensitivity, decision determinants of responses in a detection situation
from sensitivity itself. Now we can turn to sensitivity. Let us look first at
what the term sensitivity implies. The more sensitive a person is, the more he
is able to react differently to signal plus noise and to noise alone. Increasing
the sensitivity of an observer has the same effect on his performance as increas-
ing the strength of the,signal he is supposed to detect. In either case there is
a greater likelihood of different reactions to signal plus noise and to noise
alone.

In terms of the Swets model, increasing the strength of a signal has the
effect of increasing the difference between the means of the distribution of
sensory events due to signal plus noise and those due to noise alone. Remember
that a signal was conceived of as adding a fixed amount of energy to a noise
generated sensory event. If increasing the strength of a signal and increasing
the sensitivity of an observer hsve equivalent effects, we can use the difference
between the means of the N and SN distributions as our measure of sensitivity.
This difference is called d". Holding the intensity of the signal constant,
d" represents an observer's sensitivity. Holding sensitivity constant d" repre-
sents signalstrength. The important point to notice about d" is that it is
completely independent of the decision processes of the observer. Regardlessof where his criterion as, d" is the same fora given observer at a given time
with a constant intensity signal.

How do we measure d and how do we discover the observer's criterion? With
yes-no responses d" is estimated from the proportion of hits and false positives.
Recall that the proportion of hits corresponds to the area under the SN distri-
bution above the criterion value of the sensory process, while the proportionof
false positives corresponds to the ares of the N distribution:above the criterion.
Recall also that these are normal distributions. Therefore, we can tell how far
the criterion value of the sensory process is from the mean of each of the dis-
tributions. We do this by looking in a table which lists the proportion of the
area of a normal curve lying more than a certain, number of standard deviations
from the mean. For example if the proportion of hits is .80 and the proportion
Of false positives is .30 we would do the following.

a) First we see that the criterion is below the mean. of the SA distribution
because the probability of hits is greater than .50; only 20% of the
area of the SN distribution lies farther below the mean. Looking in
the table we find that this point is about 0084 standard deviations
below the mean. That is9 under the normal mrveg about 309 of the
area lies between the mean and a point - 0.84 standard deviations from
the mean.

b) We know that the criterion is above there= of the N distribution
because the probability of false alarms is lbe than .50. We also
know that 30 i6 of the area under the SA curve : above the criterion.
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Therefore 20 % of the area lies between the mean and the criterion.
Looking in our table, we discover that the criterion must be located
approximately 0.52 standard deviations above the SN mean.

c)Since the criterion is 0084 below the SP' mean and 0.52 standard devi-
ations above the N mean, the two means must be 1.36 standard deviations
apart - this is our measure of d'. (See Pig. 2)
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Intensity of Sensory Process

Fig. 2
When a forcea-choice ..easponse system is used the procedure is more

difficult. Swots, have provided special tables for estimating d. from
the proportion of hits ana of fa1ee positives.

Since the sensory process continuum is bypothstica9 it doesn't make muchsense to get a direct measure of the criterion value. Instead a measure of
Pete, the value of the likelihood ratio at the criterion is obtained. This
is done by generating en operating characteristic curve (see readings) , holding
signal strength and observer sensitivity constant and varying rewards or prob-
abilities of signal occurrence. The value of Beta. at any point on the curve is
given by the slope of the curve at that point and requires determining the equa-
tion for the curve and obtaining the differential for the equation, and substituting
the proportion of false positives for x and the proportion of hits for y.

General Comments

The Swats model, and some of the others as well, really treat the organism
from the outside. What if anything a person actually experiences when exposed
to a signal is of no concern to Swots and his colleagues. Their only concern is
detection behavior. Their model allows prediction of detection responses under
a variety of conditions and also permits the study of variables which are respon-
sible for an observergs departing from ideal detection performance. As was men-
tioned earlier, the model does aweiy with the threshold as a determinant of de-
tection responses and substitutes two intervening variables, d# and the criterion.

The evolution of detection theories is an interesting example of theoretical
development. First we start with the naive assumption of a reel threshold andthe creation of techniques designed to measure it. Then we notice that different
techniques yield different results and that extraneous variables such as rewardsand expectations affect an observerls responses. At this point we stop being
naive and begin to 4nterpret our measures of thresholds with caution. We have
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eaten from the operationalist's tree of knowledge and know that the data
yielded by our measurement techniques are not independent of the techniques
themselves or of the conditions under which they are employed.

If we were to stop at this point we would be left with a fragmented set
of theoretical concepts, one for each measurement technique and for each
measurement conditions This is where simple minded operationaliem would
have us stop. But we push on in quest of the holy grail of a unified con-
cepts We oonatruot theories which explain how the various techniques and
conditions affect responses. If our theories are sufficiently precise, as
is the case with the Swats, et al., theory, we reach our goal. We can sep-
arate the effects of our measurement techniques and conditions from the
phenomenon we 'wish to measure, so that regardless of which technique or
condition we tee, our measurement yields the same conclusion.

Before leaving this topic we should observe how the old view of detection,
which made it a very tiny, insignificant part of human behavior, and a rather
dull one at that, has yielded to a view which involves complex motivational
and cognitive determinants. The new view makes signal detection continuous
with other forms of decision making.
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When studying perception, it seems natural to ask how organisms discover their

environstrats, has they find the information (thought of in the oonventional sense)

they need to construct adaptive responses. At first glance, information appears to

be a some oommodity, whose acquisition requires special effort and special =pls.
nation. Despite the intuitive appeal of this view, it is a dangerous one because

it sidetracks inquiry from one of the major perceptual problems, namely, how argon.

lame reject the abundant information proferred by their environments. Organisms are

bombarded by complex distributions of photio, mechanical (especially sound waves)

and chemical stimuli within the sensitivity ranges of their sense receptors. Were

they equally responsive to all these energies, they would probably be unable to

produce agy consistent, adaptive reactions to their environments. Different aspects

of the mass of stimulation would elicit different, at times incompatible responses

and behavioral chaos would result. Stability and persistence of environsent.response

coordination require organisms to select the input to which they will respond and to

reject the remaining inputs. Although this selective reduction of input is involved

lawny aspects of the perceptual process, it has reoeived the greatest study in

the area of attention. Indeed, the tern attention refers to the way in Alamein.
isms select some parts of the stimulus energies, falling upon their receptors, for

!farther processing in their perceptual systems.

The structuralists and other early psychologists recognised the importance of

attention even though their research method minimised the role attention could play

by drastically narrowing the complexity of the stimuli reaching their subjects.

The major interest was in the effects of attention .on the experienoe.of stimuli.

Stimuli to which attention was paid were reported to be edemr and more prominent

in experience. Titchner named this complex of properties attensity; it became one

of his five dimensions of consciousness. As in the case of other &spews ever.

°option, the structuralists appeared to be less interested in the process of attention
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than in its oonsoious results. Titoism described the attributes of sensations at
the °enter and at the periphery of attention. Work use also don an the character
istios of stimuli that determined the level of attensity of the overtimes these
stimuli elicited. The major characteristics believed to increase attensity verse
intensity, repetition, movement and change, novelty, and congruence with current
mental contents. Titakaer did recognise that habit could influence attention, but
its operation use attributed mainly to brain physiology.

Despite its archaic character, Titobnses chapter on attention in his 1911
textbook contains faint beginnings of the modern view. He has a section on the
span of attention in which he cites several respectable sounding experiments to
support the view that the span of attention enemas's@ six units. (The number
has suffered only slight inflation in the intervening years. Cf. 0. A. Hiller)
Titohner also discusses the problea of the fluctuation of attention with the
oonolusion that it is due to adjustments of receptor organs (Cr. Broadbent, Holland
and other vigilance investigators.) His most interesting discussion occurs in
connection with what he °and the acoomodation of attention. In this situation
the observer is asked to pay attention to a pendulum which swings in front of a
protractor back round. The instrument is wired so that a bell sounds when the
pendulum passes a specific point on the protractor seals. The subject is either
asked to attend to the pendulum and report its position when the bell sounds or
to attend to the bell and make the sane report. Under the former instructions the
pendulum is reporteA to be about 15 to 20 degrees further along its arc of novement
than is the case when the bell is the object of attention. Which ever is the objiiot
of attention is experienced first. This has sometimes been referred to as the prior
entry phenomenin. Titchner did not attempt to explain the result. However youit should keep it in mind while reading the material in this unit, particularly
Broadbent's writings.

1
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For Ow years attention was a neglected area in psychology. Its revival
is due primarily to the demands made by modem tecimology on human information
processing capacities. This domande coupled with the introduction of oomputer
and covisanication system modals into psychology, has created a growth of interest
and 'mow ledge in the area. Our concern will be with understanding the various
theories of attention that have been proposed. These will be described briefly
here and more dilly in your readings.

The theories we will cover are not intended as complete explanations of an
attentional phenomena. Most of them are fairly recent and have been developed
with regard to a small range of phenomena. In some oases the phenomena do not
overlap so that it is quite possible that ikall coverage 1411 require a theory
combining the features ofiseveral of the views treated here. You should attmapt
to note the congruences among the approaches.

The first theory you will meet is the filter theory, which holds that the
attention process filters out much of the input to nervous system. Proponents
of this !view study .the variables which determine the switohing of the filter from
one to another input channel.

The second view emphasises the role of general arousal in attention. Mach
weight is given here to the operation of the reticular activating system. This
view is not pat forth as a complete explanation of attention because it could not
account for some of the selective consequences of the attention process. The
third position stresses the role of expectancies in determining the direction of
attention, It is asserted that attention is directed to those areas and at those
times at which important inputs are expected.

The fourth view makes attention a ftanction of observing responses. rens are
never described in any detail, but they are said, to be operant. and there:or con-
trollable by reinforcement schedules.
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Finally there is a view whioh also treats attention as the oonsequenob of
observing responses, tut here the responses are hypothetical central 'nervous
opines events. The oocarrenoe of these events is said to depend upon a statistleal
decision promo quite sisilar to the one ye moountered in sigma deteotion.

The aotual situations in which attention heti been studied aro rather dull NM.
Indeed* the dullness of the tasks has been an important fsotor in the daneloment of
the area. itoweirer, you should recognise that the promises described have oonsiderds
able inpliostions for the way in which we think about perception or behavior in

341 =',1' 7
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Allport, P. H., Theor ea of erceltion and the conglptgt
,structure. Chap. pp. 67.95 until Analysis of Core-
context theory...)

Allportts purpose in this chapter is the same as
the purpose of the lecture notes on Structuralism, visa, to
describe the major aspects of the structuralist approach to
the study of perception. As in the other parts of his book;
he is very interested in raising questions which the approach
did not recognise or at least di' not answer. The book is
very well organised but some of his discussions are unclear°
The section headings should be used in ordering the material
he presents and the questions he raises.

Some of the questions he raises are unanswerable,
either because of technical deficiencies in our methods,
conceptual deficiencies of our theories, or because of
intrinsic limitations in the kinds ge2 questions science oan
answer* The latter obstacle is one/which concerns Allport
throughout the book* He dieoussesihis views on what science
can and cannot study in the second chapter of the book* This
is an extremely difficult chapter nod although it presents the
problem in a powerful way, the lesson it draws for the proper
behavior of psychologists, name4 that we all become physiologi-
cal psychologists, is not cony nsing to many psychologists*

Listed below are some but not all the questions you
whould be able to answer about the reading*

le How does Ailport define the doctrine of the
specific energy of nerves?

2. What faults does he find with the doctrine?

3. What alternative views concerning the relation
between mind and body have been or might be considered besides
that of viychophysical parallelism? (This requires you to go
beyond what Ailport states explicitly.)

4. What process besides aseoolation did the struotur-
*lists rely upon to explain the formation of experiential
compounds?

50 What were the classes of sensory elements and
attributes put forth by the several structuralist investigators?

6. Which type of element was basic? What was its
relation to the other types? How is this view related to the
epistemology of the British empiricists?
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uestion

7. What was an attribute? What attributes did
structuralists desoribe?

8. What difficulty developed with the conception
of the relation between elements and attributes? How was the
difficulty resolved?

9. Did Titchner think that introspection would
allow us to observe the process of association? Why?

10. What problem was John Stuart Mill trying to
solve when he introduced.the notion of "mental chemiatry?"
What is Allportos view of the proper answer to this problem?
(Aliport lapses from his usual clarity in this section; you
will have to do some extrapolating to get a reasonable statement
of his solution.)

11. What distinction did the structuralists see
between sensation and perception? (This is not stated
directly, but is implied in the discussion of Titohner's
theory of meaning.)

12. What is the essential theme of Titohner's
core-context theory oaf meaning?

13. What is the relation between meaning and
awareness according to Titchneet

14. What talation do you see between the concept of
imagelese thought which Titohner rejected and his view
referred to in the previous question?

15. Referring again to question 12, who' did Freud
reject Titohnerls view and consequent prescription for what
psychologiets should study? (This is not given in book, but
knowing what Freud studied, you should be able to answer it.)

16© , What is meant by functionalism?

17. What is the meaning of the concept of uncon-
scious inference? What problems deep Allport see with the
concept? (This is not the last we will hear of unoonsoious
inference. Reserve judgment on Allport's criticisms until
later in the semester.)

ao In what way did the discovery of the phenomena
of the effects of sex on perception make trouble for the
structuralists? (Here too we will have more to say later.)
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19. With respect to which aspect of perception
has the nativism-empiricism controversy 'k)en moat frequently
raised?

20. What was the theory of local signs? Row was
it related to the nativist- eapiriciet controversy?

7 2

3.

21. What is the difference between "denotative" and
"phenomenological" experiences as described by Allport? (This
refers to another cloudy position which is treated at.muah
greater length in Chapter 2.)

22. What two points of view are there concerning
the importance of the distinction referred to in question 20?
Whioh of these points of view would behaviorists find most
congenial?

23. What was a form quality? How was it related
to other sensory elements? Why did vonEhrenfels insist that
it was a basio sensory element?

This last section takes us into the philosoph-
ical basis of Gestalt Psychology. It ought to be referred
to again when reading lahler's criticism of stx'uoturalist or
analytic imteospection.

24. Make a list of new terms and ooncepts you
encountered in this chapter. Be sure that you can define each
one and indicate how it la used.
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Oiler, W. Win higkaNgte Chap. 2, notion on isoremphiss, pp.

railer was the member of the Gestalt trionvirate who was most conoerned with slaborating the physiologioal aspect* of the perceptual promises In his later years hetook to experimentation in alcotrophysiological studies of brain bastions* Despitetheir revolutionary status when introduced and the genera disregard shout to then byneurophysiological investigations, the Gestalt ideas ocnoerning brain Onotianing bearoarefUl study. Ideas about brain f%mationing have loosened oonsiderablt slime the ismtroduotion of the Gestalt nodal and some aspects of the model, e.g., gradients awardactivation, now seen more aooeptable than they once were.
Whatever their ultimate status in /An seism of phyeiology, the Gestalt ideasocomerning brain functioning do help in the tuderatanding of the Gestalt approach.They tie together dielarata phenomena with surprisingly few postulates. At the veryleast, they provide a convenient ph3rsioal analogy or model for the otherwise distress.ingly abstract field foroes in the Gestalt system. The Wiest treatment of the modelis given in a monograph lor abler And Wallach, *Figural after -effects, an investigationof visual pr000sses." i1292gifie roetvia magi 19449 Tat. se,269-07. The model also serves as an t ausitrajaVwey physiology can beincorporated into psychological theories, sad of the advantages and disadvantages suchincorporation brings. This last *spot should be considered oarately duringthisunit.

1. Railer appears to think that there is a difference between divot superior.e andovert behavior with respect to their oontributions toward understanding nervoussystem funationing. What is this difference? Do you think it is justified?
What relation between physics and experienoe does Mohler cite as support for the?IOW referred to in (1).

Which aspects of experience are assumed by the Gestatists to provide direct in-formation about brain funotioning? Which aspects of brain Aanotioning are LUmminated thereby?

4. Although isonorphima is not limited to overtimes involving spec* and time, itprobably is true that all aspects of experience that have the kind of directrelationship involved in isomorphism can be thought of in tear of abstractspatial dimensions. Indeed the very concept of variable is often representedas a spatial one, see for cresols the frequent graphic representation of relation-ships involving psychological variables. The generality of the abstract spatialaspect of psychological concepts broadens the potential application of the lino.morphia prinolple.

5. Bow does liShler justify the use of words in the study of the isomorphic relationbetween brain and experiunoe? Ay is he called upon to rake such a justification?
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READING NOTES AND SUESTIONS,

ahler, Gestalt Psychology Today', Rerrint a pp©

The Kohler writing this paper is much olde.than the one who wrote the
previous material. His basic orientations, hoWever, remain unchanged. He
still prefers dynamlot field theories to mochanical, associationist theories©
The historical perspective he gives at the Weaning of the article is a
good one. The paper was delivered as his presiaential address to the American
Psychological Assoolation. Despite his election to that position, the position
he expounds is still rejected by a very large park of experimental psychology.

Although perception is not the major content avea discussed, the applica.
tion of gestalt theory to motivation preserves and ierhaps intensifies the
flavor of the approach. Thos. of you who have taken the sogial psychology
course will recognise the form of the theory mentionci by Kohler. The Gestalt
theory of motivation was primarily the work of Kurt Isozin.

The behaviorism criticised in this paper is much mere complicated than
the Watsonian variety he treated in the first chapter of Gestalt pentoLgz.
Much of the change has come about because of criticism illpired by gestalt
psychology. As a result of these changes, many phenomenavreviously explain..
able only within the gestalt approach can now be explained as well if not
better by one or another of the behaviorist theories. The tncrease in
complexity of behaviorism and the increase in rigor of gesta psychology
has brought the two closer together. (See D.T. Campbell "Solal attitutes
and other acquired behavioral dispositions" in VOL 6 of 'Coals Peyohologra
Melilla& of a scienoe for an excellent treatment of this raiproachment between
the two approaches. Nevertheless, despite the ability to titnelate from one
approach to the other in many areas, the style of attack and she questions
attacked by gestaltists and behaviorists remain quite differat.

1. What is Kghlexas orientation toward caution and the orttioa.1 spirit in
science? Do you think he is right? Why?

2. Now does gestalt psychology extend the principle of rehtionel determination
of psychological phenomena to the field of motivation?
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READING NOVO AND AU PIONS

K1Ihlort V. Gestalt 115 1.....MVACE, Chaps. 3 & 4. .

We begin KIhler'a classic with chapter 3 in order to preserve continuity
with our previous topic. The first two ohaiters.of his book are devoted
primarily to a criticism of behaviorism and the pre-mature stress on precision
in Aychologp These chapters will be treated later. For the present you can
cell upon your general knowledge of S-E! behavior theory, as presented in the
leavniug section of the elementary course and in other courses on learning.

Two definitions might help you in reading the material in chapter 3;
The first is of Mises concept of "objective experignce." This refers to
evailemoe which we localize in the physical world of our environment or our
bodies. It is used in contrast to "subjective experience," which we localize
in mrsinds, e.gwour emotions, ideas, dreams, etc. The distinction deals
wit). the contents of experiences. Generally speaking, the psychology of per-
ce#ion is =MIMd with the study of objective experience.

The second definition is of the Naller - Lyer illusion. This familiar
luimulue is shown below. The two horizontal lines are of equal length.

1 word of warnings The chapters in Gestalt Psychology, have no internal
subdivisions. It is therefore necessary to impose an outline upon them
after they have been read.

+113101,

1. qompare Kahleris description of structuralism (intro-spectionism) with
what you know of it. Do you think it is a fair representation? Wiry?

2. that is thR introspectionist distinction between sensation aid perceptions
accomift to Kohler? Indicate how each of the examples he presents in the
earl, part of the chapter is related to this distinction.

3. That is the relation between the sensation-perception distinction and, the
nemiiristic" hypothesis?

4. Fraying made the distinction referred to in the previous questions, which
of .he pair did the structuralists prefer to study? Row is this preference
rafted to the quotation at the start of the chapter and to ahlerts view
of ghat ought to be studied,

5. What reason does Kghler give for the introspectionist adherence to their
via of sensation? How does it compare with the ideas presented in the lectura
not on structuslisnl

6. that does it mean to state that "true sensory facts" are local phenotena?
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7 What relation does Kghler see between the structuealist view of sensation
and the behaviorist view of stimulation?

Se At this point in your reading, what change do you think the gestalists
want to make in the structuralist notion of sensation and in their view of
the relation between sensory experience and the nervous system? (Notes
KShler has said enough by this point to allow an educated guess on your part.
You should make an attempt to answer this question because it should reveal
to you whether you have understood the criticisms he has made of struoturalism©)

SIMPIO2

In this chapter Kghlsr discusses tuo types of molar (involving large
aggregates of molecules, rather than tingle molecules or atoms) energy systems:
machine and dynamic or field systems. These should be taken as general descrip-
tions of ideal types not as precise definition. At the Molecular and atomic
levels the distinctions he makes probably disappear because even machine systems
ultimately depend upon field processes, but to keep this in mind at the outset
is to blur a useful distinction. It is important for you to get an intuitive
grasp of the distinction he describes beaaase it helps to convey the major
difference between Gestalt theory, on the. one hand, and structuralism and
behaviorism on the other. Later we will look at a theory of perception which
attempts a rapproachment between gestalt an associationist theories, but for
now rou must attempt to make the distinctace as sharp e you cane

Some definitional) eto.,notees (a) The terms field theory and dynamic
theory are used interchangeably in psychology with the former appearing more
frequently in discussions of gestalt theory. (b) Despite ahlerls efforts
at coining a new word, namely"empirist," the ader term empiricist is currently
used to refer to psychologists as well as to philosophers. (c) The facts with
respect to constancies in animals and chile ca ere not clearf they do not rule
out the empiricist position as easily as Ohleys amplies.

1. In what way are the structuralist and behaviorist conceptions of the sensory
aspects of the nervous system machine alike? (See question 7 above.)

2 What is meant by reacting to a sensory scase rather than to a 00E10 of
local sensations? (of. question 6 above.)

3© Compare field and machine systems with respect to the usy in which ener
gets directed and distributed in an orderly fashion.

40 Why does the term "self" appear in the phrase "dynamic self distribution
of forces in dynamic field systems?" (cf. preceding question)

In discussing the difference between the structuralist and gestalt mews
of the role of the VACVDVS system in perception, the former has often beo
called peripheraliat while the latter has been called centralist? Why aza
these labels fitting?

5© What is the end toward 'which all aymmio systems tend barring ontolde
constraints and forces?
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60 Why did Kohler find the structuralist view of contrast more acceptablethan Chair view of perceptual constancy?

70 How does Killer reconcile his view of visual experience as dependent uponfield processes and the anatomical fact of point for point correspondencebetween retinal. cells and corresponding cells in the visual projection area ofthe cortex?
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Reading Notes andquestions
79

B 2 abler,. W. Gestalt INyohologx, Chap. 5.

1. What does ahler mean by the organisation of the field? (Nerirherefers to the experienced field.)

2. What are the. several empiricist explanations of this organization?
With what arguments does Mier refute these explanations? (It
might be a good idea. to list all the arguments and counter-arguments
in the beginning dialogue.)

Notes Welds Irdhlerts arguments states that the similar members
of a sensory group, move independently, hence seeing them together
oc 'wire in spite of previous experience with them rather. thanbecause 'of it. This .1a a questionable assumption:. Ire .. Kohler
hiMeelf indicatee later in the chapter that perceived entities
are likely to oorrespond to physical entities. If this is tile
then the several parts of the perceived entity are not likely
to move independently.

3. If, as it suggested in the above note, abler is wrong &bait the in
dependence in the movement of the parts of a perceived entity, which
empiricist arginatint'bendfits? .

4. Why is the term spontaneous applied in describing the groUping that
is characteristic of the experienced field?

5* railer refers to two types of groupingaixecnciples; what is the
difference between them?

6. What was the purpose of Hertz' bird experiments., What were the
variables in the experiment?

7. What is the significance for Gestalt psychology of the reactions
of persons who have gained eight for the first time and are asked
to name simple visual figures?

8. What relations do Qestalt psychologists see between space and time
with respect to their effects on sensory organization?

9. What relation has been proposed by structuralists and others be-
tween sensory organization and eye movements? Why does ledhler
think this proposal is wrong? What relation does he think usually
exists? How is the 1elb and Goldstein case relevant?

10. What is the stimulus error? What is the experience error? Which
does abler think that critics of.gestalt psychology, particularly
behaviorists, often make?

11. How would the gestaltist alter the S..R framework of the behavioriet
what would he add? Why?

12. Which aspects of a stimulus array are critical in determining the
organisation imposed upon the input?
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130 What is the gestalt distinction between genuine and unogenuinen

parts of wholes?

III B 3 Wertheimer, M©, Principles of perceptual organization in B&W, pp. 113-136.

Most of this classic exposition is quite straightforward, but it may
bo bard reading because it has been condensed. It is important to
try out each of the demonstrations yourself as you read. Straightreading will leave you very unorganized. As you try out the demon-
strations note the instability of some of the configurations. The
very same stimuli produce different organizations. Do a bit of
gestalt-like introspection and try to describe what this differenceis. See also if you can get the changes under voluntary contra
and if you can, how did you do it?

After reading the selection, list the principles described. Be
sure that you know which demonstrations go with wish principles.

Pay careful attention to the criticisms made of the empiricist
position. People generally exaggerate the degree to which the
gestaltiste rejected past experience as a determinant of perceptual
organization and overlook the reasons for the rejection that did
occur.

III B 5 Koffka, K. Points and lines as stimuli in B&W, pp. 70-82.

This is an excerpt from a beginning section of Koffka'a Gestalt
Psyohology.

Koffka begins his treatment of perception with a consideration of
the simplest possible stimulating condition, namely a completely
homogeneous field. The selection by Rubin (III B is the source
of some of the maticrial discussed by Koffka in t:-Is case. Re thenproceeds to the case a a single homogeneous blob in the center of
an otherwise uniform field. The assigned seleotion is the thirdsituation he covers. As is often the case in early gestalt writings,part of the exposition is devoted to a refutation of the empricist
explanation of the phenomena considered.

1. Which ;Rode of operation of the PrIgnanz principle applies to the
difficulty of seeing a point in an otherwise homogeneous field.

2. Why does Koffka stress that the perception of a single point in auniform field is MA an unusual ease
3. What does Koffkamesn when he writes of the assyastrical segregation

produced by the contour wAch encloses an area? To wish of Rubin's
points is Koffkats point related?

4. What is the purpose of Koffkals discussion of the difference between
a circular and triangular oontoux?

5. Which of Wertheimerls laws of sensory organization (III B 3) seem
most important in determining whether a closed contour with internal
lines is seen as one or more figures?
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6. What was the purpose of the Oottsohaldt experiment? 81
7. Oottscheldt used a simple, passive kind of experience in his studprobably because this was easily done and because the empiricist

theorists never specified just what kinds of experiences wereimportant in learning to perceive figures. What other kinds of
experiences might he have used? Which of these might have produceddifferent results? (Return to this question after reading the Robbselootion -

B 6&7 Aloha, W. Oa Transparency and The Influence of form on assimilation,in Ellis, pp. 89-103.

All of the demonstrations discussed in these two selections might besaid to Illustrate the principle that the characteristics of a pertdepend upon the whole in which it is located. All of the demonstra-
tions sho' how identical stimuli produce different effects when theorganization of fields varies. It is important to keep this geneml
principle in mind al you go through the details of the demonstrations.
The details may be a bit confusing. Don't read them in a cursoryfashion. Try to understand what was done, what was found and why itwas found for each demonstration as it is presented. We will attest
to repeat some of the .demonstrations in the lab.

1. ighat is meant by transparency?

Why is the demonstration of transpareney of such great importance toetalt position?. (In answering this question it is useful tothink of viw the etruoturalists would have trouble in explainingtransparency.)

3. What orientation must be maintained try the observer in order for
transparency to occur. Does t:Iis limitation in the conditions micewhich transparency takes place cause embarrassment to the gestaltists?Why?

4. What are some of the stimulus arrangements that help the subject tomaintain the orientation referred to in the previous question?

5. Think of the puzzling finding in the Hochberg, Triebel and Seaman
experiment in which a shadow cast upon part of the washed out ganzfeldwas generally seen as black, surrounded by a halo the same color of theilluminant, while a complete block in the illumination produced aflash of complementary color. Nov think of the incite demonstration
illustrated In Pigs. 6 & 7 of his article. Raving considered these
two apparently different phenomena, perform an act of insight which
relates the two. (Hints think of the difference it would make if
the subject, looking at the partially shadowed gansfeld, were to seethe shadow in front of or behind the foggy gan :afield area.) Finally,think of an experiment which tests the validity of your Insight.

6. The atolls demonstrations involving the episootister and the colored
Z illustrate both modes of the operation of the Law of Pragnans. Besure you can specify which nhenomena illustrate each mode.

0
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TII B 8 Puchso V. Completion phenomena in hemianopia vision, in Ellie, pp. 344356.

It is useful to know what hemianopia and amblyopia are before reading thearticle. The former referzi to a defeat in Which no stimulation le re-caved rrgm one part of the Visual, field: It is likely that the canesdiscussed by ruche are ones in which damage to the head destroyed one orthe other of the optic tracts between the optio chitlins (where the crossingover occurs) and the brain cortex. Such damage would result in lees ofvision from the right or left half of the visual field. 'Unfortunately noinformation about the injzrioa is given by Ellis so that it is not possibleto be Sure that the defects were not due to cortical damage. If Corticalomega were present, the gestaltiste would have a goOd deal of troubleexplaining the results. Vhy? Amblyopia refers to reduced or partial Visionin a portion of the visual field.
This paper by Fuchs is another in the series of studies of men ettffeiing neurological damage as, a result of war injuries. A major purpoee of mastof these studies was to illustrate that percelired figures functioned asunified wholes rather. than as collections of points. Although this positionhas sometimes been summarized by stating that the whole figure is greaterthan the sum of its parts, it might be more accurate to state that a figurehas dynainic properties (i:e., sets up field forces) which are net at allpresent in the, parts taken one at a. time.

The dynast() Significance of wholes as opposed to single parts Seems sosimple that one might wonder why so much' data sae collected to illustrateit. There were two reasons. The first was polemical; the research wasdone during the period of structuralism's adOiindandy in psychology: Thestructuralists were rather stubborn in holding to their View that sensationswere essentially mosaics of non-interacting parte: The second and moreimportant reason was that of gaining a greater understanding of the conditionsunder which the dynamic effect of.wholes, e.g0 completion tendencies occurred.From a pedagogical point of mew the prolUsion of demonstrations is val.cable because a general principle mitt be taught without many illustrations.
There are a number of conditions discuetied by Fuchs: YOU Should liltthese after you finish reading,the paper along With the demonstrations whichillustrate their effects.

In connection with his discussion of the effects of variation in theDotal of figures upon the completion tendencies they generate, Fuchs mentionsthe idea of requiredness. Some figures seem to require or demand specificadditions to. make them complete in a specific way. This feeliwif required-nese is also experience&atrongly in the perception of auditorrittopAs, :e.g.rhythms or melodies. The 'pherlomenon of syncoTdation depends upon the tauslor rhythms departing from the ones demanded by the preceding incomplete -auditory figure. The demanding quality created by some incomplete figuresis as close as we come to experiencing the forces at work in the hypothet-.ical perceptual or brain fields..

Two other noteworthy themes appear in Fucks'. atticle. The first isthe stress on central (i.e., cortical) determinants. of perception as opposedto peripheral (i.e., receptor) determinants. The reason for this stress Joto point up the inadequacy of the structuralist position. The structuralists
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believed that sensations corresponded to Wails mossiest which were inperfect, point for point correspondence with the receptor processes towhich they wore limited. Therefore their physiological explanations ofsensations relied heavily on receptor processes. The gestaltists, on theother hand, believed that the brain cortex we. the Inoue of the fieldphenomena which were the physiOlogioal counter,parts of moors experiences.Sinop field processes did not ocur in the receptor orgens,"the gestaltistsconointratai thwir ligatological explanations on the cortex.
The final issiorteat theme concerns eisthodAology.- We snot allow inferevinalijecitte esiparldneed field from his verbal or other overt responses.Usually sore than one inference can be made tics a single response. There-fore additional responses snot be observed in order to rale out alter-native explanations. The gestsitists were often insensitive to this. OMAR.Macho did recognise the difficulty and in the latter part of his paper hedescribes how he went About 'aerosolise the oertainty of the inferences herode.

As in the other papers by Anther there are a large weber of dasoupstrations. Each siould be read oar and thought about before goingon to the next.
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III* C* Wallach, Ho Brightness constancy and the nature of achromatic

colors. B&W. pp. 225.242©

Hens Wallach was a student and close collaborator of Mier*
Ho came to the USA from Germany with Kehler in the thirties. sincethat time he has been at Swarthmore College and is currently
chairman of their Psychology department* He is among the mostrigorous of psychologists, gestalt or otherwise, His strong point
is insightful, thorough and careful investigation of specific phe-
nomena rather than the elaboration of gestalt theory*

A few definitions will be helpful before reading the article,

a) Achromatic color refers to the grayness color dimensions
which varies free black to white, It is a property of
objects the way any other color is,

b) Illumination refers to the light falling upon an object®

c) Luminance refers to the light emitted by c source of light.

d) An episcotister is a rotating disco with a segment cut
out of it. When an episcotister is placed between a
light source and an object, the amount of light falling
upon the object is proportional to the size of the cut
out segment..

In following the demonstrations involving discs and ringsg
you might find it helpful to draw simple diagrams of the
stimuli to keep the relations among the several lighto.intensi-
ties clear.

Throughout the paper remember that the phenomenon is still
another example of the relational determination of perception.

lo What conditions were necessary for the emergence of
surface color? If these were not met, what was the
perceptual result?

2© What is brightness constancy?

3 To which physical property of a single object does
our perception of the object's achromatic color corre.
spond? Why is this a problem for the psychology of
perception?

40 Doss do the phenomena discussed in part I of Wallachls
paper compare with brightness constancy? Is brightness
constancy a special phenomenon requiring its own explana-
tion?

5, How does Wallach account for the fact that under
normal conditions, brightness constancy is far from
perfect?

Consider the phenomenon of brightness contrast in which
the difference in achromatic color between adjacent areas is
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is exaggerated in perceptiong with amount of exaggeration
being proportional to the acual magnitude of the differences
in light reflected from the areas. Now consider two observa-
tions which Wallach cannot explain. The first is the fact that
the disc in the dim ring has to be made brighter than would be
expected on the basis of his theory in order to be seen as
equal in brightness to the disc in the bright ring. The
second is the fact that the same intensity of light reflected
from a discs holding all other factors constant,

Now perform an act of insight and explain Wallach's unexpla d
observatious, Think of how you would test your explanation.

III, D® Until this point we have touched very lightly on the
physiological theory held by the gestaltists. As was mentioned in
previous notes, the early gestaltists considered their physiological
theory the ultimate explanation of the phenomena they investigated,
Kehler continues to believe this, Despite the fact that there are
very few adherents to the gestalt view of brain functioning, it is
presented because it is needed to get a full picture of the movement,
In order to examine it at its bests it is discussed in connection
with a phenomenon which it helped to discover and which it does a
good job of explaining. The phenomenon is figural aftereffects,
The original work on it was done by Kehler and Wallach.

III, D, 1. Kehler, W, Gestalt Psychology, Chap© 2, last part of
chapter on isomorphism, pp.

This and the following reading make it clear that the
gestaltist derive their view of the nervous system from the know-
lcdge of perception rather than vice versa. Put somewhat differently,
Kehler searched for possible physiological models until he found
one that could account for the phenomena discovered by the gestaltiste.

1. Why does Kehler believe that theaudy of perception can
help in learning about the nervous system?

2. What is the principle of psychophysical isomorphism?
What is its relation to the issue raised in the previous
question?

3, What is the difference between isomorphism and the
structuralist notion of psychophyaical parallelism?
How are the two notions similar?

III. D, 2. Kehler, W. Dynamic's in tuaglow Chap. 2.

The beginning of this chapter provides arguments for
the use of physiological explanations in psychology which would find
acceptance among a large number of psychologists. Indeed, they areprobably more accepted today as the result of the rapid growth of
research in physiological psychology than they were in 1938 when
the arguments were put forth. However, the position is still a
controversial one.
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There are many who would welcome psychophysiological re-
search as useful additions to the unity of science and who would
share with Miler the goal of being able to cross the boundaries
from sociology to physics without having to cut through barbed
wire© They might even go as far as agreeing that until such
transitions or translations from one level of analysis to
another are made, much will remain unexplained. However, they
would argue that there is much to be gained from continuing
to work just at the psychological level, particularly at
at present when knowledge of the neurophysiological processes
corresponding to psychological processes is very scant, They
would hold that most of the neurophysiologicalerplanatious
proposed for psychological phenomena are just as hypothetical
as the purely psychological ones. They would add that many
people we deluded by the concrete sounding languege of physio-
logicalezplanations into thinking that the bed rock upon which
secure psychological knowledge could be erected,

These arguments are particularly applicable to Kohler*s
theory, Hie physiological explanations are less substantial
that the phenomena they are supposed to explain, On the other
hand it should be recognized that the figural aftereffect work
is at least in part a consequence of the physiological theory.
Hence the theory has performed one of the primary functions
of any theory; it has lead to the discovery of new phenomena,
Kehl.er is currently engaged in physiological research in which
he attempts to obtain electrical records of brain field activity,
A paper in the American Dichologiat, 1958, Vol, 13, pp. 150.'
154, summarizes some of his findings. We shall return to the
discussion of the role of physiology in psychology later in
the semester.

In reading the part of the chapter describing brain field
processes, think back to the lecture notes on gestalt theory
and connect the points made there with the features of the
brain model presented by KUhler. Once again, pay close
attention to the examples and to how the phenomena they
illustrate would be explained by the gestalt physiological
theory,
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Wernert E. and Wapner* S© glToward a general theory of periieptiono ZAN, pp. 1191-512.

We study Werner and Wapaere a sensory -tonia theory of perception at this point
because it is an offshoot of the Gettatt approach. As has been mentioned several
tines, Gestalt pryoholog3r was not limited to the study of perception, although the
largest part of its efforts and contributions lay in that area. Heins Werner rh
ceived his degree from the University of Titnna in 1916 and despite the distance
between the gay capital of the decaying Austro4hmgarian Empire and stark, Prussian
Berlin (the home of the Gestalt movesant), he was undoubtedly influenced by the
revolutionary psychological currents eamanating from the north. Werner tried to
study perceptual and cognitive development and personality Organisation using
Gestalt canoe pts. His was one of a number of such attempts at a wholestio approach.
His vievis might be seen as radical development of the revolutionary ideas put forth
by the :::-.1ginators of the Gestalt movement.

The mein stream of Gestalt psychology did not move in the direction advocated
by Werner. His work was used primarily by students of personality and child develop-
ment, despite its perceptual flavor. The Gestaltist mainstreams did not like to
deal with phenomena which could not be brought into the laboratory for experimental
study. Despite the =empirical connotations that many Gestalt views have for
Ay/miaow, grounded in Behaviorism, it should be remembered that the proponents of
the theory conducted active experimental research programs. By the late 1940'. the
Gestaltiste dominated the study of perception, they had become the "conservatives"
and were subjected to a challenge from a new left, (called the nnew lock ") the
personality oriented wholests. We wall treat this new movement later on, for the
present it need merely be said that Werner's work found the new look milieu a
nourishing one, As is pointed out in the introduction to the article, Werner and
his younger colleague, Wapner, thought Cher theory could serve as the synthesis in
the dialeotiG confrontation batmen the Gestalt establishment and the new look rebels.
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The promissory note issued in the article you read was never delivered. Yet

the work is valuable because it esphasises the sole of motor components in perception.

This is not at all a new ideas Titehner placed great emphasis on kinesthetic tom
in the context which provided waning for visual sensation. However, the Gestatists

paid little attention to motor aspects of perception. Werner and Vapor showed that

one need not take an associationist point of view in order to incorporate motor as®

peat. into visual perception. They way also have.gone beyond the conventional view
of kinesthetic feedback. Their theory was also more compatible with the maples
orosessodal neurologioa interactions that almost certainly occur while we perceive
and the close mixture of sensory input and actor output fibers in mew anew of the
brain. Perhaps the major problem with the theory is the vagueness of some of its
major concepts and the difficulty of seeing how they could be generalised beyond
the phenomena involved in the perception of body location and orfontation.
1. What is meant by the projective nature of peroeption?
2. What is the paradox of interaction referred to by the authors? Do yell think it

is a paradox? Why?

3. What is the waning of "tonic" in the tam sensory-tonic.
4. what la the relation between the "tonic', aspects of perception and kinesthetic

stimulation.

5. What is meant by 1inctional equivalent in the sensorr tonic approach.
6. What kind of field is envisaged by Werner and Wapner?

7. What is the kind of equilibrium maintaining process in which the authors seam
most interested.

8. What is the apparent vertical?

9. What is the relation between the apparent vertical and the equilibria axis?
10. What variables have been slimin to influence the apparent vertical?
11. What processes do the authors hold. responsible for the effect. deserl'bed in the

previous question? Try to list thepostulates and assunptions implicitly (or .

solloitly) contained in their discussion.

'
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What effect la the viewing of a tilted line supposed to have on the ciquilibrial
axis? Row does this effect compare with the supposed effects of extraneous
stinulation and botr, tilt? Does their theory ncoount for this relationship?

13. What variables have brim found to influence the perception of the median plans?
14. As Ia the case of the apparent vertical, not all variables produce the ease

effect on the perception of the median plena.

15. What do authors nun by "symetrisation?" What is the relation between this
concept and Glismts concept of "sornaltisation?"

16. What differincesdo the authors suggest concerning the effects of figures and
grounds on sensory-tonic fields?

17. What is meant by vicariCianneae? What observations have beau used to illustrate
the concept?

18. The author's use the standard "it can easily be shown" technique in referring
to the relation between direction of walking while bilnrifolded end tilt of the
apparent vertical with no extraneous stimulation. Oen you show how they arrive
3t their predtetion?

19. What differences have 7,-mat obiervsd in "eyentstrisation" of rectangles and tri-
angular or "direotional" objects?
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11. "The nature and importance of individual differences in perception,"

IA& pp. 513.524.

This was one of the early papers in the "new look" movement. The phenomena
deseribed in it were thought to have revolutionary implications for the study of per-
ception. At Via time many believed that the mall between the staid, blaok-room ploy-
°holm of perceptual investigators and the foliAly disreputable, murky psychology
of the personality clinic had been breached for good. However, the wall proved sore
durable than had been expected by the personality oriented researchers. Once through
the well, their ignoranoe of the perceptual terrain made them easy prey for the hawk-
eyed peroaptionists. After a few years of lively battle, the personologists retreated
and the wall was rebuilt.

Although the attachers felt they were carrying a new, superior insight to the
ancient land of the black rooms, they had very little impact on the conduct of per-
ceptual research. To the contrary, the personologists were influenced by the per.
oeptionists. Although we cannot trace Falis influence here, it should be noted that
much of the current experimental work in ego psychology and cognitive styles stems
train the results of the new look war.

Another phenomenon, common to most ideological conflicts, is that there were
defectors on both sides. Witkin was one of these. Trained as a Gestalt psychologist,
Its home a personologist who studies used perception as a means of studying the
subject matter at the centers* of his interest. This reading is bracketed with the
one by Werner and Wainer because the specific perceptual phenomena investigated in
the two aut similar.

1. What facture is oommon to the variety of test situations used by Witkin?
2. What does Witldn wan 'by repression in perception? Under what conditions doss

he think such repression takes place?
3. In which aspect of his results does Witkin appear moat interested?
4. Row would Witkinis results be handled by sensory-tonic theory?
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Woodworth, R. and Schlossberg, 8. Experimental olo section entitled,"Pursuit movements and the perception of notion, pp. 17

10 What are 'the two kinds of eye mirvementa we make when fixating moving objects?
2. We perceive movement when the eye is stationary aid the retinal imageWe also perceive movement when the eye is moving and the retinal imege

tor,

3. What is the Phi phenomenon?

Is. What are the two "thresholds!' involved in the perception of successivelyflashed lights. as the interval between this decreases?
5. What are !Cortege laws?

6. What other factors influence the perception the successively flashed stimuliuse in Pitt demonstrations?

7. Note well the ittle discussion on the inmediaoy of the effect.
8. Wertheimer first introduced the Gestalt brain field theory in connection withthe Phi phenomenon; however, it was abler who developed the theory most fully.

Kornai, K. Perceived Motion. 8 a W pp. 3683716

1. What general condition is required for the occurrence of a perception of motion?
2,. Even though the general proposition referred to in (1) cannot be tested directly,it does lead to another proposition concerning variation in the ease of perceivingnotion. What i.e this proposition?

3o What proposition did Duns:Icor int:06M concerning the perception of motion when afigure and ground are displaced with respect to one another? What analogouspropositions haw already been introdnced concerning the 'perception of changingthe hue of the illumination falling on a statioma figure and ground?
be Relative displacement detarminos the imolai, but not theof perceived motion.

5. What is meant by the in of perceived motion? Under what conditions doesthis invariance break down?

6. Gestalt theory provides the earn =planation for real as for stanboscopic motion.The explanation is an extension or application of Wertheimeres laws of organisa-tion, with primary emphasis on continatty. One of the elegant things about theexplanation is that is suggests a, host of sting= variables which ought toaffect the perception of spperant salon: acme of them have been tried and havebean found to produoe the expected results. Eoffica describes a few of the inthis selection. You will come across more in the other EOM reading.



Wallach, N. The perception of motion 92

The major purpose of this little article is to describe some of the very compellingdelonstrations of relational determination the perception of motion. As in the caseof stroboscopic movements the application of the Gestalt principles of sensory organ*Intl= yields a large number of fasanattng predictions. Even sben the phenomena.cant be predicted on the basis of Gestalt theory, they appear to be consistent ui.ththe goner idea of perception being determined by the relations among stimuli.

Wallach, H. *On the of visual speed.0 B dat pp. 375361.

1. What is meant by the cons ot visual speed?
20 What is the explanation of vi speed constancy which depends up n elseconetanari

3. What is the transposition principle the perception of velocity?
4. Which of Browse findings does Wallach as paradoxical? (This Via be a bitpeeling because the explanation Welsch offers, is fairly Inideatipthereby wakening the paradox considerablr.
5. Whet does Walla oh do to show that the nitwit involving a visual speed constancyand transposition are identical?
6. What variable can be used to alter the degree to h transposition or constancytaka place? What appears to be responsible for this Unities?
7. What aspect of the phenomenological field is invariant both situations?

Kuffhe, Gestalt Chap 79 pp. 284.-304.

Notecase book was the last and most systematic of Gestalt treatises. It is lasspolemical than Manes Gestalt Parholoigt and considerably more detailed. Thesection on motion is a dECIITMt one but veU worth study (as is the satin per-ceptual part of the book). It is sa oxample of Gestalt peyohology at the heightof its development. The experiments described here are real experiments, notjust demonstrations. The theory leads to fairly clear predictions, not just in-tuitive hunches.

The reading starts near the beginning of Notthiss section on motion. The points bemakes in the first ter pages of the section have alma been covered in the otherWays you have read about the perception of motion. Them is some slight overlapin the materiel of the previous and present Kafka readings.

1. WAy does Noftka find it necessary to introduce the Igo into the CUMnotion and hence to vary the nature of the motion weaved. Such experimentsmight be feasible projects.

2. What do you think he means by the Igo?
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3.' What evidence does he produoe that supports his views about the Ego being a partof the field?

1. 1,e brief discussion suggests experiments in which conditions are manipulated to
my the role played by the Ego In the perception of motion and hence to vary thenature of the motion perceived. Such experiments might be feasible projects.

5. The term process distributions refer to the same things as Kohlerls current flowsin the brain.

6. What doss Koff** mean by the terms. "dynamically identical?* and Nfusiorde (of.(of. Note 6 for the Koffka selection in Ben

7. What implication is dawn from the fact that two stroboscopically exposed lines
appear at a mhorter distance from each other than two parnanently exposed ones?

8. The Drown experiment discussed hers is the some one treated in Wallachia articleon motion constancy.

9. What doss Koffka mean by the principle of displacement in his discuision of
Dawns. results? What principle does he (suggest which aloes it reasonable that
constant sized objects with equal true velocities should have lower phenomenal
velocities in large rather than small fields!. Remember the phenomenon discussed
by Koffka here; it will, be relevant to a topic we discuss at the end of tin
seasster, viz., frames of reference in judgment.

10w What is meant by objective stroboscopic velocity?

11. What relation does Koffka show between DrownIs results and !Cortege laws? Ithelps to have Korteis laws before you as you pick your way through this difficult
passage. They are given in the Woodworth & Schimberg reading. In their descripeLion they refer to factors which make it likely that the two flashes will be seenas simultaneous rather than in motion. The change from perceived motion to percoifed olumltaneity can be thought of as an increase in perceived 'velocity. Thisprovides the essential link between forte's and Drowns s findings.

In looking at the relationship between the two Bete of laws, one suit think firstof the effects that variation in distance or time between flashes has on strobo-scopic velocity. Then one must ask what effects if sty the change in stroboscopicvelocity will have on the perceived velocity of apparent movement in the strobo-scopic situation.

One interesting question regarding stroboscopic velocity has not been raised byMina, although he seams imp2icitky to mum an answer. Is the perceived
velocity of optimal stroboscopic motion always the same? Kofflats discussion
on pp. 293"4 appears to assume an affirmative answer. However, his discussionon p. 295, of his sone ]a implies that this optimal perceived velocity is aranges not a point, and that the range is inversely proportional to the maga-
tildes of times and distances involved.

Kofficaftoretioal equation of two previous]; separate phenomena bangs joy tothe heart of a theoretically inclined scientist. Dy this fort he simplifies his
account of the universe and enables himself to predict new pehnomena. AU the
variables which have been Amid to affect phenomenon A can now be expected to
affect D ad visa versa. To be ours most of these nor predictions Est be checked
empiricangs srirts theoretical identity in cornet, all cheeks will ;madam
the hypothesised outcomes and after a while one will be able to transfer knowledge
from one phenomenon to the other without having to resort to empirical tests.
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12. in reading about Brownie work on.phandoinal tines he sere to roalsober that thelaser- mai lotto* rod* to Plimetved or phenomenal variables* uhila the upperow Utters refer to sideetin isriablas
23. Folloviiig *at was said allows tine phenomena discovered by Bran should *Myto the strobosoopia situation as mon.

21s. lint vas the problem investigated bpi ?mus What is its relevance to theGestalt theory of motion?

35. Whet is ma:* by the tern ligeetaltohomalogy of garter BA is it related toAnion?

16. What relation doss Xoffla propose between spatlal pattern, per in fib re. atrot and epatiotemporal patterns psroeivad in Agues on notion?
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is to describe some of the very cospelling
the perception of notion. As in the case

the Gestalt principles of sensory organ-diction.. Ewald:en the phenomena
they appear to be consistent withthe relations among stimuli.

Wallach, B. *On the constancy of visual speed. to B &W, pp. 375.481.

la What Is want by the constancy of visual speed?

2. What is the explanation of visual speed constancy which depends up n riseconstancy?

3. What is the transposition principle in the perception of velocity?
40 Which of Brown*. findings does Wallach view as paradoxical? (This may be a hitpussling because the explanation Wallach finally oftbrs, is fairly evident,thereby weakening the pared= considerably.)

5. What does Walla oh do to show that the situations involving visual speed constancyand transposition are identical?
6. What variable can be used to alter the degree to which transposition or constancytake place? What appears to be responsible for this alteration?
7. What aspect of the phenomenological field is invariant in both situttione?

goffIca, Gestalt Pasuprs. Chap 7, 2614-.3040

!Coffin/41e book was the last and most eye tic of Gestalt treatises. It is leespolemical than Kohler's Gestalt Ps ho " considerab4 more detailed. Thesection on motion is a cialTrrui: worth study (as is the entire per.ceptual part of the book). It is an sample o Gestalt psychology at the heightfe its development. The experiments described are real experiments, notjust demonstrations. The theory leads to fairly predictions, not just in-tuitive hunches.

The reading starts near the beginning of go:thole semires in the first few pages of the section have a
thing, you haw read about the perception of motion.
in the material of the previous and prima gofflai re

n on motion. Tin points he
been covered in the other
re is some slight overlap

24 why deem Koffka 02nd it necessary to introduce the Igo r to the field

2. What do you think he means by the Ego?



Reading Notes

IV. A. Hebb, Du O., The Organization of Behavior

Introduction

9 6 .

1. What is the problem in the explanation of behavior that Hebb
believes neither field nor association theories have been able
to solve?

2 In his discussion of parallelism, Hebb may misrepresent the views
of psychologists who use mentalistic theoretical constructs torex-
plain how a given stimulus eventually elicits a given response©
To say that a person is more frequently able to identify a tachis-
toacopically flashed stimulus correctly when he expects it than
when he does not is not to argue that a mental (nonphysical) events
the expectation, had an effect on a physical one, the overt identifi-
cation response. No scientific psychologist believes that there
are psychological (mental) events which are not at the same time
physiological events. The psychological and physiological events
are two aspects of the same unitary process. The exact form into
which the essential unity of psychological and physiological events
is cast varies from one psychologist to another. The two mat prom-
inent forms are psychophyeical parallelism and psychophysical iso-
morphism.

However, there are a great many events, of interest to psychologists
for which only the psychological aspects are known. When we discuss the
relations between these events and ones for which both aspects are known
or ones which are purely physiological, with no phenomenological or more
broadly psychological content, it may appear as if we are espousing an
interactionist view of the relation between mind and body. This danger
is probably most severe in the areas of psychopathology when we discuss
the genesis of hysterical or psychosomatic symptoms. The layman often
interprets psychologists/descriptioaa in this area as examples of the
power of the mind over the body© And in truth it must beadmitted that
ome researchers and clinicians in the area do not do much to diapell

the misunderstanding.

If one holds to Hobbes view that mentalistic intervening vauables
are at best to be tolerated until we know more about the neurophysiology
of thought and perception, the study of the latter two as areas of
primary interest would eventually disappear. If we could trace every
neural went between the exposure of a stimulus on a screen and the
muscle movements involved in the production of a specific vocal response,
measured in terms of frequencies and amplitudes of sound waves, Hebb
appearis to believe that all possible psychological questions will have
been answered. This is certainly the point of view taken by F. H© Aliport
(cf. earlier readings) and by many psychologists. Given this point of
view, the experiences of the subject which may have occurred along with
some parts of the neurological sequence are unimportant by-products or
epiphenomena. Since in this golden age of the future these epiphenomena
might still be difficult to measure so that there would seem to be little
reason for paying scientific attention to them.

If, on the other hand, we hold that the phenomenological or meaning-
ful aspects of events occuring in an organism are just as much a part of
the events as the physiological aspecte, then a rather different kind of
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possibility opens up. We might progress very far in the psychological
measurement techniques we use to infer the state of the psychologicalaspects of organismic events. We also might progress very far in the
development of theories relating these psychological aspects to the
behaviors they determine. If this were to occur, we would be ablerto
make very sound nrediotione of behavior from .a knowledge of the en-
vironment of an organism and its relevant past experience or its
current psychological state. Nothing but the limitations of our measure-
ment techniques and theoretical creativity stand in the way of reach-
ing this non-Hebbian golden age of psychology.

To be sure we are very much more in the dark ages with respect to
psychology tIan with respect to physiology. Although this point has
been mentioned before. it is still worth repeating that despite its
current benighted state, psychological knowledge provides a much firmer
basis for the prediction of behavior than physiological knowledge. The
physiological theories that have been put forth to account for the re-
gularities we observe in behavior are not based on observable neural
events, but on hypothetical extrapolations of these events. This is astrue of Hebb as it is of 'Mier. Indeed, after writing his influentialbook, Hebb wrote an article in which he discussed the C.N.S. (the
standard abbreviation for the Central Nervous System, i.e., the brainand spinal cord) as the "Conceptual Nervous System."

Where does this leave us? In practice it leaves us close to whereHebb really is. He is a very tolerant gentleman and is willing to makeuse of any kind of data he can get in order to understand how behaviorie determined. We can speak of anxiety producing excessive secretionsof stomach acid, if this helps us to spot and treat potential ulcer
patients. We can do this as long as we realize that what we really mean.ia that event A, whose psychological aspect is anxiety and whose physio-
logical aspect is unknown leads to the exeesive secretion . etc,We can talk about a motive or expectation affecting the probability ofmaking a specific recognition response. If some of you find it useful
to translate the term expectation into a partially activated neural
structure known as a cell assembly, go right ahead. You will be nonethe worse for it, as long as you don't deceive yourself. Indeed in theend the psychology of perception might be better off, because the trans-lation might stimulate physiological research that will round out ourknowledge of the processes which intervene between stimulus and response®

2atE 10

1. What does Hebb mean by the sensory dominance of behavior? Wh t
observations lead him to reject the notion?

2e What significance does Hebb draw from the electrophye.ological
evidence (e.g,, brain wave recordings - EEG and direct cordiMN
via electrodes implanted in the brain)?

3.© "Synchrony of firing" refers to a number of cortical neurons
firing regularly and in unison. This would be necessary to generate
an electrical field in the brain sufficiently powerful to be picked
np by electrodes attached to the skull.
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4® A critical phrase is "sensory activity is essential to the regulation
of neural firing, but not essential to initiating it." The dis-
coveries of the activating function of sensory imput to the cortex
coming through the ascending reticular formation (cf. Krech and
Crutchfield, Chap. 7) has forced Hebb to change this view. External
stimuli can activate the cortex, as can internally produced excitations
from other parts of the body through their effects on reticular acti-
vating system. Indeed one neural event in the cortex, can excite
the reticular system which in turn increases the general level of
cortical activity. In this way we can see a possible physiological
aspect togneral motivational arousal produced by an external object,
e.g., a shapely coed, by internal stimuli, e.g., pain, or by an
idea. All of this doesn't deny Hebb's point that much cortical acti-
vity is independent of specific sensory inputs.

5. What is the dilemma involving the physiological aspect of memory?
Why are each of the two major physiological schemes, proposed so
far, inadequate?

1. What is the distinction between primitive and nonseneory unity
according to Hebb? How is it related to his criticism of Uhler?

2. What kind of instability in the perception of clear figures is
overlooked by the Gestaltists, according to Hebb? How is this re-
lated to the difficulties we encountered in getting some of our
Gestalt demonstrations to work?

3 What does Hebb mean by "identity?" What relation does it bear to
generalization, memory and meaning?

4 Hebb mentions that Gestaltists have not recognized the distinction
between figural unity and identity. This is not correct. Koffha
clearly distinguished between figural unity, (segregation of figure
from ground) and identity (perceived shape). However, it is true
that Gestaltists explained both in terms of field dynamics.

50 What two types of evidence does Hebb cite to support his view of
the distinction between figural unity and identity?

Chapter 10

1. This chapter returns to the dilemma presented in Chapter 1 and
discusses the neurophysiological alternatives in more detail('

2® What meanings does Hebb give to the following terms?
equipotentiality, configuration theory, sensory equipotentia1ity9
equivalence of stimuli.

30 Remember Hebb's brief description of Marshall and Talbot's view of
how differences in overall intensity levels of retinal stimulation
are decreased as we proceed from retina to visual receiving area ofthe cortex. We will meet a theory, later on this semester (viz.
Helson's Adaptation Level Theory) which may be relevant to this promo°.
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4. Why is the fact that a rat can transfer a response, learned to
a small square4to a situation involving a large square not
necessarily evidence for sensory etaipotentiality?

5. In reading, the experimental and clinical evidence brought by Hebb
against sensory and cortical equipotentiality, be sure that you see
the relevance of each datum he presents. (Some of the data are
directly relevant to questions raised in class about Gestalt pert.
ceptual theory.)

Charter it.

1* What are the bvo kinds of traces mentioned by Hebb?

2© What is the basic neurophysiological postulate introduced by Hebb?
It is important to note that the postulate might be correct without
the specific mechanism proposed by Hebb (growth of synaptic knobs)
beingrespensiblee Indeed, there have been other specific mechanismsproposed.

3 In figure six, the gray areas represent cell bodies while the black
lines represent axons and synaptic knobs.

4® Areas 18, 199 20, aresolrips shaped cortical areas running parallel
to the border of the two areas 17; (one in each hemisphere of the
brain) they are often referred to as the visual association areas.
Contralateral means on the opposite side of the brain; ipailateral
means on the same side*

3. Be sure to work through the firing diagrams in the various figures
presented by Hebb in this and the following chapters.

6 What is it about the cell assembly that enables it to remain active
for periods longer than those involved single chain reverberatory
neural circuit? What is the event most likely to disrupt the firing
pattern in a lattice of cells in areas 17, 18, 19 and 20?

7. Why does Hebb stress the enormous complexity of the network of axons?
8® What is the relation between the sire of a cell assembly and its

ease of being associated (connected) to another cell assembly?
What does Hebb say is responsible for this relationship?

9® Why would time be an important factor in the development of stable
cell assemblies?

10© How does Hebb distinguish between the type of learning that takes
place early in an organismla life and the kind that takes place
later on?

Chapter 2.

le What is the relation between Hebb's point of view and elassi al
structuralism? How is it similar, how is it different?
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2. In reading Hebb's discussion of the importance of contours, reecall the demonstrations indicating the primary importance of cone
tours in maintaining the perceptions of figures. Remember toothe importance of contours and angles as measures of figural
complexity.

3. What is the relation between contours and eyemovemente? How does
Hebb explain the tendency to fixate angles and line intersections?
(Once again recall Hochberg et.al., discussion of high informationalcontent of angles.)

4. Note that the cell assembly, referred to the previous chapter refersto a structure growing out of a single fixation, i.e., a stationary
eye.

5. What are the neurophysiological aspects of expectancy (set) andattention in Hebb's theory?
(Note: he treats this point in more detail at the end of the chapter.)

6. What are the two reasons given by Hebb for the likelihood that thecell assemblies corresponding to the separate angles of a triangle
are leas likely to involve the same cells during the initial stagesof learning to perceive a triangle?
(Note: the process of fractionation is involved.)

'n How does Hebb account for the generalization of learned responsesfrom figures of one size to those of another size?

8. How might Hebb's theory be used to explain the fact that tt is easierto get a rat to learn a visual pattern discrimination in a Skinner
box than in a jumping stand?

9. What finally is raaponsible for bringing cell assemblies togetherinto a temporally unified pattern (superordinate structure)?

100 What is a phase sequence? Row is it related to the cell assemblies
and the unified pattern referred to above?

11. Problems with "t". First, the conditions leading to fractionation
(aee question 6) appear to be very similar to the formation of "t,"
yet fractionation and the formation of superordinate structuresappear to be opposite problems. Second, why shouldn't "t" persist9
considering Hebb's statement that the average value of the eye-
movement vectors included in "t" is zero?

Both of these quentionsprobably can be answered satisfactorily®
without altering Hebb's ideas.

126 Assuming you have solved the problems just mentioned, how might
Hebb explain our observation that one way of getting a reveraibi
figure to "flip" is to shift the point of fixation?

13. Remember that Hebb's theory relies upon conceptual not observational
neurology, although the former is more consistent with observationthan is the Gestalt conceptual neurology. It is possible to recasthis model into purely abstract tens and simply deal with sets of
elements (sensory, ideational and motor) which become associated when
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appropriate types of experiences occur. (See H. Peak, Psycho?.
logical structure and psychological activity* Ps79114* iltv, 1958,
61. 325...346 as an example of such an abstract structural model.)his is not to-deny that the facts of neurophysiology played apart in Rebbls creative activity. It is merely to state that theymay not be necessary. Indeed treating a cell assembly as a sotof abstract elements might facilitate the application of mathematics
to the description of the learning process. (Such attempts have beenmade.) To wrap things up one might observe that many neurophysiol.ogiete use abstract mathematical elements and functions to describe
the operation of the nervous system.

0



Balboni Perolon, Chap 2 Part II, pp. 12-26.

1. The first paragraph in this section lc an epigrammatic statement of sowof the for substantive and methodological problems in perception.

20 What is went hy a perceptual task? What are the pereeptual tasks dlecussed by Dumber?

I 0 2

What is Demberis view ooncerning the Usti:notion between absolute
difference thresholds?

Map. 2, pp. 27-60.

IG What is Bomber's definition of a threshold?

2© What problem arises in the maesurement of thresholds because of the factthat subjeots may never respond oorrectly at preolsely the proportionspecified in the threshold definition? Wh7 is this a theoretical as wellas a nethodological problem?

3® What is an indicator response?

4® What important difference makes the forced-choice indicator generallypreferable to the es no indicator in the measurement of detection
thresholds?

50 Disbo s discussion of Tanner and Swots anticipates souse of what you willbe reading in this Wilt. It actually should not have been included in adiscussion of thresholds because as you will learn, Tanner end Meets rejectthe threshold concept.

6. What are the advantages of the yes-no response indicator?

7. What is the difference between the constant stimulus method and the method.of limits?

80 What are the two steps imrvolved in Quadrant II threshold assessments?

9. What steps are generally taken when using the method of limits to oontgolfor tie effects of sequential presentation of stimuli?

10©. The comparison of methods used with humans and animals ii instructivebecause of the light it sheds on the behavioristic way modern payohophysicists deal with their subject matter. Essentially they are inter-ested in differences in behavior, not differenoes in experience. Thisdiscussion also points to the ubiquitous problem of the validity ofperceptual indicators.

Chap© 4.

The material in this chapter is not directly related to eta* major interestin this unit. Rather it presents some of the infoznation that has beenobtained using pcychophysioal netnods. This research area is sometimes
called seriarattza; it represents an unbrokm line of inquiry that gatheredmomentum early in the 19th century and wag- taken up by the "new psyahologr
of Wundt, et al.
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30 NM cen

calantere L Contmerrrary Pachophysios, in New Direotions in Psychology to
pp 89414 - introduction and section on detection°

1. With what type of unit do we measure thresholds? What type of data is
used to determine threshold values?

2. Now does Galant": propose we neasure response strength? What other
neasures haws chologists used to measure this variable? (Notes
the answer to this iten east be culled from your general background
in psyohology.)

vs alter the value of the detection threshold without thawing
the intensity of the stimulus being used or the sensitivity of the ob
server?

40 What is an isosensitivity curve? (Note in later readinge, the aurae
sill be called a response operating cheraoteristio.) Now does one
obtain the data needed to plot snob curves?

50 What is a papoff Ainotian? (Notes the tabular presentations of such
functions, as on p. 106, are often called pay-off me:trioes°

6. What is meant by response bias?

7. What is meant by noise in detection experiments?

Se Oalanteres statement about the lack of knowledge about the interactive
afoots of backgrounds, (p. 110) is more extreme then is waricotedo
In feat it is downright false. It ignores the contributions of Gestalt
psychology and also the contributions of some modern psychopitycloists
whom we will study later.

90 Study Pig. 6; it is an important magnetisation° We will discuss one
very much like it later this semester°

100 There is a prints:es error In Table 7. The 20 in the lower right owner
of the matrix and the 100 above it should be egroahnged°
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V0 A 20 Swets, J. Is there a sensory threshold?

1. How did Fechner and his descendants account for the fact that a
fa stimulus of a constant intensity might sometimes be detected
by a single subject and sometimes missed?

2, WhPt does Swets mean by the observer's response criterion in the
method of limits? How is it related to variation in measured
thresholds?

3. What two variables are confound Weal thresholds are assessed
the method of limits?

4. What is Swets' hypothesis regarding sensory thresholds?

The quotation from boring is wrong in at least two, respects,
Swets uses it merely to indicate the position he wishes to refute°

6© What is "the fundamental detection problem"?

7© Is the observer in Swets)basic detection situation dealing with
experience in an immediate or mediate fashion?

8 What does Swets mean by sensory excitation? What else besides
sensory excitation is involved in determing whether an observer
reports that a stimulus is present?

9© What prodwes variation in sensory excitation when the
same physical stimulus is presented'at different times?

100 What two probabilities must the observer consider when he is try-
ing to decide whether a signal occurred during a time interval?

11* What is the likelihood ratio referred to by Swots? What part does
it pray. in the observer's decision about whether or not a stimulus
was presented during some specified interval?

12 What is the relation between a response criterion of an observer
and a likelihood ratio

130 When Swets speaks of inducing observers to change their criteria
from one set of trials to another, he should say bow this is done.
There are two basic methods; manipulating rewards for hits and
misses and probabilities of signal occurrence. Both of these are
discussed in the Galanter reading.

140 What is the prating charecteristic curve? (See Fig. 1 for an
example.)

&Wording to Swots' theory what detormines the chap() of curve?

160 What is the relation between operating characteristic curve and
the criteria used by observers?
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L7° What is the meaning rf the two bell shaped curves in the lower right
hand parts of the operating characteristic curves?

180 Whet is d®?

190 What was the procedure in the experiment whose data are prese ted in
2? What implications d es Swets draw from the results?

20. What was the procedure in the experiment whose data are presented in
Fig. 3? What implications does Swots draw fro the data?

2ln What does Swots mean by the experimental invariance of d'?

22. Compare Swets° explanation of variability in an observer's accuracy
of detection of signals of a given intensity with the classical
explanations. In what way is the following statement true? 'What
was constant for the classical theorists is variable for Swets and
vice versa.

23. Don't worry about (2E/N036; I don't know what it means either, You
can understand what Swats is saying without deciphering the symbol.

240 What value does Swets see in the theory of ideal observers?

250 Note a psychometric function is simply a plot of an observer's oorreat detection
responses against the intensity of the stimuli he is shownq When
this is shifted to the right, it means that the observer must have a
more intense stimulus in order to achieve a given level of accuracy
than would be the case with an ideal observers The steeper the slope
the more rapid the rate of increase in detection accuracy as intensity
increases° Both of the departures of obtained from ideal psychometric
functions can be attributed to difficulty with very faint stimuli.
The answer to the next question states why observers have trouble with
faint stimuli°

26 What does Swets believe is primarily responsible for human observers
falling short of ideal performance?

270 Blackwell's theory is the one presented by Dember. Swets' equation
(2) is the correction procedure Dember gives. Dember was a student
of Blackwell at the University of Michigan, Swots, Tanner and Green
were also at the University of Michigan at the same time° There
was lots of lively discussion among them°

28. Don't worry about the other threshold theories described by Swets.
They are important, but you can't be ecpected to learn much about them
from Swets' brief presentation° The important point is that there
are a variety of formulations which can be applied to what was once
thought to be a simple situation© All of them are rather sophisticated
mathematically°

29© What implications does Swets believe his data have for how we ought to
measure thresholds? How is this related to Dember's discussion?



!filler, O. The magical number sawn, plus or :minus two* soma limits on ourcapacity for processing informatics. Ma pp. 90414

1® What is the relation between information (as used in leormation thine endcos?
2, Row might the correlation coefficient statistic be used to mew= the per-

formance of a communication system?

3 What is meant by absolute judgment? We shall treat this topic in considerabledetail later on.

4® What does Miller span when he says that the charnel capacity of a listener rabsolute Magenta of pitch is 2.5 bits.
50 What is the effeot on channel capacity of increasing the number of dimensions

along which stimulus inputs might vary.

6. When we reach the capacity of a channel for the simultaneous transmission of
information from some set of potential events, haw can we change our mode of
ommeunioation so that we increase the total amount of information transmitted.

7. What difference has been observed between the
the span of immediate memory?

8. What is a "chunk?" Row is it formed? Row is
referred to in the previous question?

span of absolute judgment and

it related to difference

Broadbent, D. amaistml2Emtangs
With Broadbentes work, we touch lupin a very important area, 21&, the pereeptlem
of speedh. This work stems originally from the interest of til.phone engineers
in improving the efficienoy of their communication systems, but its theoretical
implications are also quite important. The chapter summarlee which have been
assigned are intended to inform you about the nature of the research that his
been done and te help you in reading the full length chapter aesigosents. Itwould not at all be out of order for you to read the rassinders of the chapters
whose sumearies are assigned.

Chap. 2 Summary

10 A frequent opposition made in psychological theories is the one between
central and peripheral determinants of phenomena. Peripheral explanations
are generally regarded as desirable because vs know more about what happens
in the sense organs and muscles then we do about what heppens in the brain.
It is therefore oustaiary for the proponents of tvalist explanations to
take 801111 pains to show that the phenomena upon ,,Ich they focus could not
possibly be explained peripherally.

2. Is it correct to say that we cannot attend to two messages at once? Why?

30 Row is Broadbentse conclusion related to the problem discussed in the reading
by 4. A. Miller?

4. What alteration would. Broadbent make in the traditional behaviorist definition
of the term stimulus? (Cf. the next chapter for more information relevant to
this question)
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los What relation is to be inferred between the number of discrimination* an
organism can make and the nature of the related neurophysiologloal promises?

20 Broadbent's discussion in the first few pages of this chapter is equivalent to
Miller's discussion fie his *Mole?

3. What phenomenon in visual peroeption is =slogans to the observation thatwhen a difficult and an easy message compete for attention, the easier
message suffers more than the difficult oneo

4. Now does Broadbent explain the tendeno to select messages on the basis ofsimple physical qualities, e.g., pitch, ear through which message is received,
atop

50 What is the meaning of the diagram on page 43?

6o What implications does the diagrams have for the demands made tar different tasks
upon information capacity?

Chap° 4 Summary

10 What corraspondenoe does Broadbent see between the offsets of increasing the
mount of Wore/Mon in a task and of increasing the fineness of the des-
erisdnations which must be made?

20 After this chapter, Broadbent leaves the speech situation to study prolikems
involving attention and information *meaty with other stimuli°

Obitp0 5 Summary

10 What doss Broadbent appear to mean by filter bias?
2® Compare his filter biasses with the deterubiants of attention discussed, in

connection with Titchner's view of attention°

3© Beware that you understand the COMM strand running through the topics atthe end of Broad:buttes summamo

Chap° 6

lo Nark well the few aentences on the value of applied research. This is a view
which is sorely neglected by most academia psychologists. 1de will return to
it in our discussion of Brunswikea view of psychological research.

2® Remember Maolotorthes clock task; it is weferred to quite frequently in th*
vigilance literature*

3® What condition* have been found that reduce the deorement in mammy duringthe course of long vigilo?

4. What has usually been found concerning the effects of signal timAtty andduration in a vigilance task?
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It would be wise to rase/abet the vavlabiss which have been studied
relation to vigilance behavior.

60 Now doss Broadbent try to explain vigilance deorement?

What is the inhibition explanation of the vigilance deorement? (Note this
is similar to the fourth view nenticeied in the lecture notes; however it
is tamed on a classical rather than an operant model.)

86 What evidence doss Broadbent offer against the inhibition view?

90 What is the eignifloanoe of experiments in whithihe mean interusignal
interval is held constant but the 'avian°e among:the intervals is varied?

100 Which aspsot of vigilance performance is handled well by expectancy, theory,
which is handled poorly?

110 What observations are seen by Broadbont as embarrassing to the activation
theory of vigilance behavior?

120 What is the distinction between paced and unpaged performance tasks? Nov
doss behavior differ in these tasks? aware these different behaviors
believed by Broadbent to result from the sane process?

150 What relationship does Broadbent propose between blocking aM the operation
of the filter?

140 What are the two aspeots of behavior in the vigilance Situation with which
Bmoadbentes discussion is most concerned?

150 Which of the aspects, referred to in the previous question, is best
amounted for by filter theory? Which theories do best in accounting
for the other aspect?

160 Hew does Broadbent wahine the several theories to account for both aspects
of vigilance behavior?

Map* 9 Summary

10 It appears as if one of the major fOnotions of perception is to prepare
Inputs for storage in memory. In this cease perception is olearly more
than an epihphenomemon0 It has also been suggested that the clarity of
the perceived material will affect the nature of the longterm storage0
Stimuli at the periphery of attention may be stored in accordance with
principles which differ from those governing the storage of information
at the focus of attewtion0 This distinction, although far from proven©
has been used by psychoanalytically inclined students of perception and
cognition to explain some possible erects of peripheral stimulation on
fantasy, dreams, etc. We will have more to say later about this and
about the general relation between perception and other cognitive pro-
Gasses, gip, memory and thinking.
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Mo Grath, J. 41*, Irrelevant stimulation and vigilance performance.

This series of 3 simple experiments are direct tests of derivations from twovigilance theories, Broadbent's filter theory 8D1 arousal theory. The first twoare designed 012 the exemption of 'an opposition between the two views of vigilance.The third combines the two views. Perhaps the most interesting general point tobe made about the etudies is the importance of looking carat:13y at the proceduresof a stvhy before accepting its conclusime. Sometimes experiments, purportedlydesigned to test a theoretical derivation, produce negative results which stem fromimproper translation of theory into operations rather than because of flaws in thetheory.

1. What effects should arousal theory have predicted concerning the effectsof monotonous versus varied extraneous conditions in all of the experiments?What was the rationale of this prediction?
2. What was the prediction derived from Broadbent's theory in the first twoexperiments? Why were these experiments inadequate teats of the thecae3. What was the prediction in the third experiment? What was its rationale?Whys in the.sectond experiment, did the difference between the album andcontrol condition decline as tie: watch progressed?

Jerrison. B. and Pickett, R., Vigilance: A review and re-evaluation. (Reprint)
This review is assigned for tie reasons. First it represents still another.theoretical approach to the area. (It does seem peculiar that such a simplesituation can elicit so maw complicated theories.) This is on important sliProoshbecause unlike the others, it is based on decision processes. It derives mostimmediately from signal detection thaor7. Rower, the decision model, as hasalready been noted, is applicable to areas of motivation, social interaction, toareas involved in the more macroscopic social 80111%003 of sociology, economicsand political science acid to the new technology of operations research. (It issomewhat interesting to note, in this connection, that the political scientistwho studies strategic decisions in national policy making, the operations re-searcher who studies the organization of military, man-machine systems and thepsychologist who etudtes the 0.1. who is trying to keep awake as he looks at aradar screen may all be using the same decision model in their theories.)
The second reason for the aseignment is that it provides a well orti,,,,fimizedo upto date description of theories, data, and applications. Ton are required toread only the theory and a small part of the data section.
1. The analysis of a generalized task into its components is a standardstarting point for operations research. It is analogous to the analysisof routine mathematical operations into their basis arithmetio and logiccomponents that occurs in computer programing. Of particular importancehere is the di ll:Unction between orientation movements and observingresponses. It is the failure to accept this distinction leads to criticismof Skinnerian analyses of vigilance behavior (Of, Jamison and Wing, inBuckner'it McGrath, =ma a, armsdas, pp. 28 -13.) Observing responsescorrespond to the central aspects 'of paying attention.
2. Mat distinction do the authors make between detection studies andvigilance studies? What pliers the same role in vigilance that declaimabout the possible presence of a signal play in detection?

Do not be misled by the acknowledgement of Rolland's work br Jar rie032and Pickett. They may have been stimulated by his work, but theydisagree in an important way about the nature of observing responses.(Cf. consent No. 1, above.)



4. What is the basis on which observer makes dominion of whether or notto observe?
5, What assumption is generally made about false alarms in the vigilanaesituation?
6. What is the role of signal strength in vigilanse? Why do the authorsfeel it is necessary to discuss this role?
7, In the little paragraph preceding the section on a numerical exenpl,the authors indicate the abstract hypothetical nature of the observingresponse. It does not necessarily correspond to a eines physiologiowlevent; it may correspond to a sequence of discreet events. All thatthey assert is that whatever the physiological basis of what they callobserving responses, these can be treated as if they constitute asingle process, which Oft occur with varying degrees ofS. The expected value equation, EV- (probability of an went) x utilityevent), used ty Jerrie= and Pickett is the standard one. As theynote, the utility term is the tough one to operationaliso,9. Even though they cannot measure utility of spotting the event for whichthe vigil is kept, they do make an assumption about changes in thisutility during the course of the vigil. Thy do they assume this?100 What parallels do the authors see between their theory and other theories?11. What assumptions does Holland make in order to apply the Operant approachto vigilance? It may seem peculiar for a radical behaviorist to *studya perceptual process. Perception generally implies experience, cormseriousness, etc. , and these are not believed by behaviorists to beamenable to stint. This apparent prattler is over by redefiningperception to mean overt response. This redefinition allows some interest,.ing behavioristic studies to be. done in situations normally used inperception research. Much of the current work in the old area ofthreshold assessment and observer accuracy are done from this new Pais*of view. Same of these studies may have so redefined perception that itceases to exist as an area which is separate from the general stuck? ofbehavior (e.g., operant conditioning). Others, like Jerrisonls appearto Overlap the concerns of traditional students of perception. However,it should be clear that atretsrl.a., Jerrison and others are indeedbehaviorists. They do not attempt to measure or make statements aboutexperience.

12. Teat theoretical significance do the. authors attribute to the facet thatillumination responses most be hard to make in order for Holland's resultsto be repeated? Is there anything in the work on operant conditioningwhich leads one to meet this result? Could it be that:ell op antphenomena can be understood as. the outcome of decision processes.13. In this section it is important to recognise that Jerrison and Pickettare saying that observing responses are operante and therefore respond toexperimental variation in the same way as Hollanits illumination raspiness.They are not saying that observing responses are synortnnous withillumination responses. As was mentioned earlier, the latter fall underthe heading of orientation responses.
Why should weak signals, which are still strong enough to be reported athigh levels of accuracy in alerted observer's; lead to sharper vigilancedecrements than strong' sigkr? Use the decision theory to answer thisquestion.
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No imd Pickett. Ro o Vigilance: The iaportanas of the elicitedrate.. Reprint
This article follows the decision making view of decision decrements.It oan also be seen as relevant to the role of expectancies and operantphenolate in vigilance. As you will recall both of these have been in-corporated into the decision approach. Note that this stud, uses thekind of vigilance situation in which non signal stimuli are pr sitedregularly and the signal U. simply a variation of the. nonftsignal stimulus.In this respect it is rates different than the tasks Which resemble themonitoring of a radar screen.
1. What watt the independent variable in this study?2. What were the results and how were they explained?3. Row would Broadbent's filter theory account for the findings?

.1"1111-1111111W
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Eriksau, CoWe Discrimination and learnt* without aw e-nesss a methodological survey and analysio0(Bobbs.Merrili
Reprint from Zuglaglagt2aLanim 67, 279-3000

Backgrouml

Charles Eriksen was trained as a clinical psychologistat Stanford Uhiversityo His early research was in the
area of the effects of psychological defenses on the
recognition of anxiety arousing stimuli° From Stanford
he moved to Johns Hopkins and into a department noted.for
its rigorous quantitative and psychophysical tradition
His orientation in this atmosphere underwent a drastic
change° With the exception of some studies in general
judgmental processes, his work in the past dozen years has
been directed at ' debunking poorly done and carelessly
conceived experimental workcpurporting to show someeffect of Unconscious processes, psychological defenses, etc®is perceptiono Although he may be a bit too sweeping in hiscriticism, generally his ideas and work are very sound
and deserve careful attention*

Questions and comments

lo What is the usual operational definition ae awarenessgin the studies considered by Eriksen?

20 What are some of the shortcomings of verbal indicatorsof awareness?

30 What are the two questions that can be raiaad
concerning discrimination without, awareness?

which4o What is it about responses to meaningful stimuli/makes it unlikely that we can respond emotionally to astimulus before we have enough information about to identiit?
60 What is meant by subliminal conditioning?

60 What is Eriksenls criticism of Taylor's experimerit
in which subjects were conditioned to make a GSR toa geometric figure presented below its idebtificationthreshold?

70 What problem is there with the trewla 11 and Sea2data, which showed that a finger retraction responsecould be conditioned to a light at the absolute thresholdoeonventionally defined?

8a What is the implication of the threshold vineobtained by blewhall and Sears sing their conditioned
response rather than a verbal response?.

90 What are the implications of the threshold data inthe Dulany and Eriksen experiment in which thresholdsobtained wing GSR responses were c ompared to thresholdsobtained Ins two verbal report methods?
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100 Eriksen's description of the study h did with Dula«y
may be a bit misleading,. and will therefore be described
in a bit more detail here. They used a two alternative
forced choice indicator response, a yes-no indicator,
and what amounts to a GSR forced choice indicator. To accomplish
the latter,they conditioned the OR to a light, by pairing
the light with an electric shock, in the classical protedureo
Once the conditioned response reached a criterion they measured
the threshold by exposing the light duking one or the other
of two consecutive time intervals. The time interval which had
the greater GSR; was taken as the one in which the GSR indicated
the signal had been received.

The results of the study indicated clearly that the verbal
forced - choice was more sensitive to the presence of the light,
i.e.., produced more hits than the GSR, holding the number of
*tale with each method constant. The GSR forced-choice
response was more accurate than the yes-no response iddicator.
However, a direct comparison can't be made between the yes-no
and GSR indicators bewiuse the Atte?: was a forced-choice
procedure and the former was not. It is difficult to see
how one could use the GSR in a manner analogous to the yes-no
response unless one selected an a priori, criterion which the
MR had to exceed before it would be considered as having
indicated receipt of the signal. It might also be possible
to use the GSR rate during catch trials as a baseline and
consider any GSR which departed significantly nr by some
pre-determined amount from the .baseline as equivalent to
a yes response.

As we will note below, it is not clear that the forced
choice response is appropriate to the problem of discrimination
without awareness and therefore the use of the GSR in the
forced choice paradigm might not bm provide the dauning evidence
Eriksen appears to think it does.

11. What new kind f analysis did Eriksen perform
his replication of the Lazarus and McCleary study?

12. What are the three possible relationships between
the percept, GSR and verbal response considered by Eriksen?
Which does he believe is correct? Why?

13. A partial correlation is the correlation between
two variables, holding a third variable constant. It is
performed to see if the ciorrelati etween the two variables
is independent of the third or whether it is a spurious cr.5nsequence
of variation in the third.

14. Eriksen makes a mistake in his d scription of Di cous
procedure; Dixon used a desoendin- method of limiks. Hs
started with the line clearly bove threshold and reduced its
intensity until the observer said he could no longer see it.
This is likely to give a lower estimate of the threshold than
d*ing it the other way around because the bserver knows
what he is looking for.

14Q What data did Fuhrer any Eriksen obtsi indicati
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that Dixon's explanation of his data was incorrect? What wasthe explanation advanced by Eriksen and Fuhrer?

15. Eriksen's dismissal of the studies concerning ratingsof subjective confidence makes for great difficulty. If wewant to know whether an observer is aware of a stimulus, we mustlook at a response which indicates that he is aware, not anyold response. Eriksen would have us accept the production ofany , - verbal response to a stimulus in a discriminativefashion as evidence of awareness. But this is assuming ananswer to the very problem we wish to investigate. By definition,correct forced choice responses that are significatly relatedproduced at a rate significantly better than chance areevidence for awareness. If Eriksen is correct in rejectingobservers' reports about their awareness, then he ought toconclude that the problem is insoluable, rather than concludingthat there is no evidence for discrimination without awareness9

Eriksen may not be justified in brushing asidephenomenological reports so easily. We ought to apply the samecriteria to judging the adequacy of these responses as we applyto the judgment of the adequacy of any other responses, namely:

a) Is the response capable of conveying information
about the aspect of the percept in which we ar,..
interested? For example, can we rely upon a language:htch has one, two words to describe color as aniddacator response in the stiidy, of color vision?Obviously not; the percepts we wish to study are toocomplex to be coded accurately into just two Categories*Eriksen is quite aware of this criterion; he mentionsit onx$ p. 291 in his discussion ofresponse bias.The appropriateness of the response system we allowthe observer to use its not merely a matter of themilar, of categories. The content of the categoriesis also important° If we want our observer to tell
us about color, but don't allow him to usecolor names, he will not be able to provide theinformation we wish°

b) Does the observer know how to use the responsesystem we make available? For examplelaskingmost people to draw what they see when exposed toa Rembrandt painting is likely to provide uswith relatively little information. Similarly,asking children to draw what they see and thentaking the drawings as evidence s'or the peculiar,unorganized nature of childrenbs percepts is an
inadmissable procedure.

c) Closely related to the previous point is thequestion of whether the oberver and the experimentermean the same thing by the language being used todescribe a percept. This Question can never beanswered with complete certainty;;: in perceptionor in any other area in which people communicateto one another. Nevertheless some precautons canbe taken to rule out gross misunderstandings°
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d) Is the observer motivated to use the response
system' as accurately as he can?

Using these criteria, it is clear that the forced choice
resronse system and the yes-no resronse system have seriousdrawbacks. The former is simply not relevant to the question
of whether the observer was aware of a stimulus. The datait yields can answer the question of whether the observer
can respond differentially to the stimulus, but the observerneed be no more aware of his differential response than heis of his pupillary adjustments to lights which vary in
intensity. The forced choice response is not able to provide
positive or negative evidence concerning the observer'sawareness.

The yeses no response is oriented toward the aspect of
perception we wish to know about when studying the problem
of discrimination without awareness or subliminal registration,
as it has sometimes been called. Unfortunetitly, it is too grossto be a very accurate indicator. It is very much like our two
word color vocabulary being used to convey a person's experience
of all the hues in the spectrum. There are many states of
awareness or levels of awareness between that which we findwhen we focus on a clearly illuminated stimulus and when
we are presented with a subthreshold stimulus off to the sidewhile we are concentrating on something else, perhips in anothermodality. Too little attention has been paid to developing
differentiated response systemi to handle the complexity ofthe aspect of perception we wish to describe. The closest
we have come are the very set of responses Eriksen wishes
to discard, namely ratings of confidence in our Imp yes
or no report.

There seems to be no, reason preventing this systemfrom being developed to a point where it satisfies our
criteria. Subjects could be trained to use the response
in the same way that thqy are trained to use any rating scale.
We would give them experiences drawn from all parts of the
-continuum we wish them to describe give them feedback about
t%e stimulus which was presented after they describe it.
Once we we get the observer to use the response in a
manner which is correlated with the stimulus variation, e.g.

a gradual increase in certainty as the
intensity of the stimulus is increased and close to zero
certainty when giving false positive or false negative responses,
we could use the response like any other. Swots has used such
a response and .has shown that it can generate
the kind of relationship with stimuli just described. The
training of observers in psychophysical studies is a standard
procedure, even with forced choice response systems. With these
latter systems, one of the things accomplished in training is
to get the observer to keep trying even though he sees
nothing, i.e. claims he is aware of no stimulus. Naive
observers get discouraged under these circumstances and begin
to make random or systematic guesses y which are not a function



of sensory processes but of some hypothesios they have concerning
what the experimenter is likely to do or, when matters are
really bad, a function-of a diabolic scheme to louse up the
experiment.

The final comment on Eriksen's criticism of confidence
judgments is his apparsint assumption that all observers should-b.
aware of a constant stimulus intensity to the same degree. (p.293)
This is not reasohable.'Just as observers have different
detection sentitivitiestso too they might well have different
awareness reactions to. the same stimuli. Indeed individual
differences in what Briksen calls criteria for awareness might
be a very fruitful area of study, especially for psychologists
interested in personality.

16. The Klein group has done the best work in this area.
Some of their studies will be reviewed in class. We will soon
have the equipment to carry out this kind of study using metacontrast.

17. What is the flaw in the Shevrin and Luboraky study
on subliminal effects Gaon dreams and images?
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°I felt that the iavailability of lootore notes and
cusatiens for use is eon'unstios with roading was

very bolpful. It node vas a little better able to bring up
diffieult pointso in class -- and to game more ties is class
to discuss, then.

'So far the overell class plan of plentiful deeonstrations
and discuselon of then, combined with olasoasion of the
resdings has bees very suetwessful. It strongly reinforces
the notriels La the reaoings sad cradually builds s a clear
understanding of the theoretical positions involved mad the
re/sties of the experimental wort to the theoretioal bases.
The headline of the experimeats to point out the weaknesses
and inconsistencies of the theoretical bass was extremely
valuable in that firsts it prevented the as Lien of
theoretioal absolution, and at the sass tine how it is
possible to co about attaeklas a theory through eaperimestal
soma. The ceeenstration of the memo* of editing list* of
research ding specific problems in order to pr*sorve a
theoretical position was also an enlightening lesaos."

The most unfortunate aspects of the demoastratioas was
that they eonotinos felled to demonstrate the phenomena that
they were supposed to. :Aron when this happened, they were
extremely helpful and play a very isportant part is the course.'

°It is difficult to evaluate the class ommoastretiess
as at whole bocause I felt ttloy ranged from rxeellent to poor.
The 'Iansfeld and the rotating traposold 2 founo to be
partisularly eerthwkils besause they illustrated phonemes&
wbieh are difficult to conceive of without first haviag
sxperisseed thee. As I mull, I did not find some of these
coring the Gestalt section as worthwhile.

I found the class dissuasions to be the best part of the
course. Thom, days of enbmrassinc aliens** when nobody
had glade it to the reserve room were mere than conponaated
for, I felt, kry those *evasions whoa the asaignmeste wore
eomplelod. I thought vs sent Leto some of the ex tal
*videos* is much depth that ones' I really Rota eel for
what was known end what nettioda could be used to test some
of the propositions. I tkinh that my OW ability to
critisiss soave of the rosearch was stremitheaed by this.

I have nixed feelings about the experissamts we did.
-ometime (wiwelon the initial idea sad the final elsoeution
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and write-up sowething changed. My interest lagged, the
eaverimemt dragged oa. I learned that the difference
boluses patienee and manse If futility was estirely
mobjeetive: that I mould palimony try various emsbisstions
of designs mail I stumbled upon the correct method because
the experiment wee due in a week and I, therefor*, mould
discover same way to test hypothesis within that week.
futility was there, also, however, the numb feeling es" gets
while winging ones heed against a wall. I did learn that
condueting experiseste was not the easiest task in the world,
that thy- theoretical difficulties are more than matched by
!ractical froblese such as getting your grubjeets to respond
tn. way you want them te. Many times A wished my subjects
had bean rats rather than gaverfort students.°

I felt *hat your written elplanations and comments on
,h4 rem leo, were very helpful. 1 found it most useful to
use then as 2.91Ament and review of the reading after it
hoo oeen done. the quustions were a good test to seep if
ad recoenised th6 cifferent ;,roblems discussed in the
reading. ost it lot wore out of the part of ti164 course
that wal taken ut a slower page than the latter part that
went quickly. I noticed that you Allowed concern that you
had lightened the Ivork load in parts of thamto course. I
don't think ym should worry about having dole this.
Perception is the first course that really showed me the
benefits that hoverford can offer. of course the small sise
of the clays helped make discussion better. Rowevsr another
factor that contributed to the quality of the ,A.mcussion was
the feet that we had time to rosily think about what we were
reading. me also thought about it with the idea in mind
that we were roing to have to uiscuss it the next day. This
attitude plus the actual disoussioa made the course better.

I' not really more how helpflal the demonstrations that
we were shows were. They aid make the phenomena we were
studying more clear than they would have been if we hadn't
seen them. I did notice sometimes that I did Lave trouble
inagininr what the reading was discussing, until I saw atilt

Lenonstretions, personal experimnoa with the phenomena,
and indiviausl projects are perhaps more valuaLle in this
course than in any other. Since all of us have done a
Front deal of :.lerceiving in our lives, we are at least
mmeewhat qualified and capable of having insights into "what
is really going on" and resulting opinians of the validity
of proposed theories. lAiecussien is a vital aspet of this
course as are denonstrationn and projects. The nab* period
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is sn eneollent way 1st wupplensating the regular class
periods. In the parts of tie course ukish lead thmnselves
to deneastraties, I Oil* the best method of teaabing is
to have the student tube has Aose the reedlike observe the
pheanness, sod then try to owlets it in terns of the reeding.
There is no better way is insure as underiMandisig of the
astarial. Also, to try to seaseive of experinents which
amid he done to prove or disprove an h is essellent
and necessary preparation for the permit° Cy student.'

4.1 think the question shoots is the beginning of the year
were vary valuable, and though it mesas lot work for you,
it would be well worth it to oak. these out for more of the
course. They nelped as /t 1d my reading and focus my
attention on the important aspects of the material. The
lecture notes used later as a substitute helped to consolidate
the material, but led to more note-taking and loos Making
sleets most of the questioas were osawsrsd, net asked.

°As has been the case for tbft entire aosester, tb* most
interesting and striking section* were those with denim.
strations. The transactiosallst section and ths, Meld section
were aertaioli two of the most interesting of the semester.
The demonstretions were sot only fun, but made the material
mush clearer and nor* vivid la the misery.'

C-.2ixtritS %Jr' 5 Ar. ,..icititATIOIL.

"I felt that the lesonstratioss ware very useful is
kinetic depth percertion. Althoudb the reading was pretty
clear on this subjeete it was still difficult to ineglao
what the subjects in these experiments were actually seeing.
The sane WWI dmer !mere tr= for the discussion of appareot
nation of fixed objest such as the two dots. hit only elog
the potion but haviag the various phases of it planted out
vas helpful."

'The class laeussions were less than stimulation
thinly that this was due to tt.e feet that was al
difficult. A lecture would twee hem ho4,1 4.

The bwets readlog wes the moat difficult that we have
had in the course. I could not understand his st all;
however, your reading notes helped inwoneely is clarifying
term; your reading notes 'Testi), clarifiec many of !'wets'
constructs and more is4ortantly gays us a good T-erapective
into information theory.
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°The time sprit on the desoastrations of factors
Inflnansins pereeptioss of motion was wasted. The evil's* 7,

last did set make it easy to see the relationships between
the variables influenciss the perception of Laurent.°

°The class experiments on imbue transparency helped
considerably in understanding the readings. Nweb arthm
deecriptioa of the met-up ef equipment is euchs was meaning.
less if you didiet know what the eluipmeat looked like.
The class experiment should bats helms Oven before the
reading of Fuebe.

The lecture notes on the quantitative study of for
added oreadth to the very brief tiochberg. bcAlister figural
modem. article.'

The mimeorrsphed lectures and questions were very
valuable. The demonstrutions were good at the beginning,
but often were week in the last two weeks.

The strusturalist section was covered adequately and
interestingly is abort time. mere the class demonstrations
with reduction screens, etc. were very effective in illumi-
nati.* the Wtrueturalist method.

:mmonstratiens, like the tech' transparency one took
so long, and worked so slightly that I felt *wee of the
time would have better spent in discussion. One help with
the denoastratioes would be to have one student some in
before the lab or class end prepare the amsonsterstion with
the instructor. 'has you would have at least ea* successful
oubjest who could help the rest of the close to see the
aemonstration properly or at least to better understand
what is supposed to happen. it woulu also help to istroduoe
students to the use of lab equipeent amid teehelque.

The demonstration of the 'a lash expenses% was the
'oat turmoil,* and instructive. un the other hand, the
dimenetration of trwaaporency didn't lee as me with the
feeling that seeing is believing.°

It as unfortunate that the luchs transparency
demonstration did not work out es well as hopod, since the
demonstrations are usually most helpful in understanding
the difficult saints like /Lich*. Ihe 'clinch demonstration
was mon4.

fins tie reading notes and questions a eery big aid,
though I sometimes forget that they exist when I go tic; reed
the experiments. I feel that they are saving us mod **el
of class time or oemonstretioes and our ewe questions.
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COPPARISOM OP XLso AIL COMVFMTI9NAL PAWS OF Tlf,. COURSE

The *hist interest of this part of the ewers, was in
the demonstrations, bath these of iiibaseian and tree*.
actionist theories eed that of mold's. Uftiortumatoly, the
classes, witheet the reading and lecture notes to gu!de us,
were not, as clear se some of the earlier ones.°

°The Class .emonstretions were at and aside learning
easier and no re cancrete. The Gitteed notes wore ofilimps
help and should be extended to aver the satire course.

'As a final point I would like to say tLat it is unfortunate
tnat we do not get any reading questions any longer.
Although they were sore important in providing sees to, for
example, Lehler's work them they would be for Claimer and
Clark, they would be helpful in showing the student what
points of reading must be taken with a grain of salt, whet
points are related specifically to other articles, etc.''

1 still look bac,: to the .Bolden ,aye when we had resitting
notes, and find that the XeroAad :ecture notes are toe bars.

The rettang outlines were nelpful in sifting out the
sain points of the reading. It is also a good idea to es
over these outlines In cies,. Jim thing I miaamod from the
previous unit, however, mas the 11.1:-.:s demonstration, which
Old not occur often in this unit. (Of eaurae I am suave
that certain subjects had themselves wore readily to this
kind of demonstration than others. I am sorely pointing out
that these demonstrations were helpful in fixing a point of
information in the student's mimd.)

Ul (This it An evaluation written by studved

"This was the first large section in the coaree is whieh
we were not given fairly opoolot. series of remain motes mad
questions, se it is wow possible to assoos the value of these
study aids wickal little sore perspeetive. Boom of the
reacinge is this section was as difficult and lenXth7 that
thews notes and questions would be essential to structure
the material into moss seaaingful orgasisatiee, and perhaps
for this reason they were not missed as numb as they night
have been. tiewever, there are two possibilities:
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gasssfold° devise provides for sheerly somplotoly homosem

seems stinalstten of an observer's estirs visual field. Large~wed saves 1414, s 72°) et tressluoemt obit* plosialsse ISevenly illumisated fres behind uhilo as observer sits is front of
the Doreen (en the Wide ef the surge) with bl two abs-sa 10 lashes
fres the surfs** at the middle. Left eurtaino beltiad the obeervor
provost liobt trom the eerdoes is the &aside and *swift
unwanted roflootione skis% would disturb the boes(.ssity of thefield. Limos mounted st the top am/ bottom of Ike Serma se tbe
outside are !ironed toward amy liglitaboolored ~fess (preforably)
a comer or th soma) *bout film feet away. Tito light dittumply
rfleted tree this ~foes provide, the 0,40 illuminaltioo et tbosemis. Tao sere,* it. friae err .s_evitt11 sa
dolly; this allows it to be rolled up to so observer and positioned
appropriately in front r
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Tim rod *ad tram oesetete 14,11y at a largo

(41 trelas et toed strip" r wide. ea Wig) fastenedthe siva fessalte peso (' 4% nod a redOA* )/4* napported at the seater et paaelo
%oh the nod a Its aurronatiag Inn* are paiisted with
ultresoriolet4ibrefleetiag potato mad durlag an elipwrisioat art
illvadnated freak the. frost with mobil ultiree,violot light
souree The root of the apparatiul la painted flat blacks
and Saone% be aeon during experinente

Ilso red is faster** at its seater to a small metal radvtiteh pea'* through a bolo at OA isatt4ir at the naaentito
panel. and whisk is sttaahao to a slowageed rversible rooter
behind the panel, *7 mess of the sato_ sr the rod sae berotated to either dinette* through nail )449 at ikre
The aftigol4kr ofillit14/40 at the frame *ea also be adjuatod
oassewhat cahoot aw to either old, at the vortiaall with a
thenhaerew erraagensat bellied the poael, limo entire tuft is
newsted on a freowalliandug ofmrt whisk plane* the easterof the frame she tow fees ftpot the tleere fa observer
al/is about AI tarn in twat of the apparatus and *antral* the
rotational liovisseall at the red with the root* aster seetrole
A eimpaise row *aid Ttater iarreNtO1M44 fastened behind Shevissealte panel give the **perimeter a seams with fish,
sasses sits ousgmbir displeeeseres of nth %kw roe and the frames
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Tho dose maebinon aro tovi000 ter the elawaltaseouepreesntaties or two di.frareet eats of movimg flows.; theyare e* tr "%adios of poreirived relative motione Twoidamtieal emits were caskstirastod *sob to proelekt * singleset of fignree Combrols Ater. provided cis seek wait to tar?both tbo *peed at weitleo of the fiver* fated also theirdirootios, loft or 14000 eked their Illueisatioe
Figur*e ere displayed as eutouts as a soatinvellus page*bolt, 6 tubes wide AAA imehom /ono The belt is illesiesated from behind durirs ***Ultimo, oaktas /oho floury* appearse *bit* obSetto 0k baekgroundo Yba belt is drivesaver an it x, 10 bleb plat* ei %rangiest/at wekltoobtail whish menetod the romsvablo Imeamdesesert

matt* A large (4) lash diessteri dna serves as tho drivingwheel, and two emellor (2 Snob diameter) loners rosettesas idler whoo1a41 COO or those roller* Is 'print momotodmesh a way as to malatole constant tondo' on the bolt.
Alusteum oblides ea the plexiglass pima keep the belt fromslipping up or down dwetag sash operation

A idebispeeel reversible, D.C. motor drives the maimdrys through a tronseission eosoistins of a froorlorodueer,a riftbtceigli, drive, and o Olt Or OilgteraLl *hang, gears.An olostric olutoh beak* in the *Mau allows the belteovesent to be stopped or started lastantly 4th the drive,motor running* The belt 'rood eon bet adjusted over a widorang* (10 inabasimieuto to 10 inshosfeeoend) both by varyingtho voltage dolivorea to the drive motor, and by usingAirforoet sets of *bongo sears. Illunleatlea or the vase%figures lo mentroIlod by tho see of an external variabletramarerwier semnoetod in the lamp elreulto
The eswtoe omit is boucle* le a plywood. boa (20 a 10"12.1 with a wind6w (V' al leJ out in the frost .1 the boxfor display of the Maytag rigsres 'Tracks above, mad belowthe window as the eartaido at the bon allow for the laboritesof is whisk 00411 restrict the use at the display field.Power aosaositess aro wade estersally et the regret theuml%4 alas bore are Owe esmneetteas forth* remote etopmetartspecd oomtrol iletL mete eon be operated ledepeademtlythrough this single mote eentrol ise.
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?s ther*m.si4b*tnsss e,ø.d.1s m%t.r the
dssiG$st*sti. $pp tsr the pres.sI.I1ab ats
ti*e Lur..t.s .ti1,L. np.r1apees .e
soi.pmrieo* field tsr vie 1* .ti*lt.e oS ereetied dtma...
A d*uily Udutad t*sp.stIa *tt*Nl*s em m blesk
bs*kr&t*d is s.t ic At iii apr.i*to istszes trsa t*
observer itt to ais rtght r l.iIj ,t.wia( £ aeie.$ish. by
swsos of a halt*b.r s$rror, i*td ** a 4 an*l. %
the observer's IS., at Sihtf frem the *7.. Th* .psntasi
field is sat ap itr.tl La from of the .bserver, asd to
ti*we4 throssh the s f*fl4 rrsr; tbe tws fields
are sas4n'1y si.p.rSmpessd0 ,ith the stiss field
mean inonlarIy ant the Owip.riaelD field bSapmlsrly.

The eoatroUal. iea.paraem field La U. oJer part of
the *)&I**tM$. h son.t*% of the soflaysible tables, sa*h
seven test long sa thrs tse hiEl. The t*bl*s are pisead
sad to evw fr vie ta experiasate. aeh teblo is ads with

etae reLic (4 Sshes 4e) and a .e,*re3 tr..vsd raek.
A NQtV. mad pU2.V .rraarem.at, imdersmetk
the tebl.ø, is provided tO drive a ai4l cart " z i,! s 2')
in either dir*s1i** the entire lssjlih ($0 feel) of the eppar.
atue The soisperiaem ei$ala is nsvi.ed on top et a
U' * IS'). wtttsh 5, tastemad to the earl, s1 a 5llunias$d
by a mall batterppswsrM 1t&ht iscide the out. be
psrssiisd imajth of the *ppr*t%Is eaa be sontreUad by the
*oMtr*mti.m at am artitsIai d4stsses x*diaat on the aids
ratis. sedem dewsis (1' s 3$', notad on oqsre ed
biese serve tb3.* pisrçees steely. They are eat on the aids
rails at the rejeirad isteirvals lag tite eatire l.gth at
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